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Abstract: Instantons and W-bosons in 5d maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory
arise from a circle compactification of the 6d (2,0) theory as Kaluza-Klein modes and
winding self-dual strings, respectively. We study an index which counts BPS instantons
with electric charges in Coulomb and symmetric phases. We first prove the existence
of unique threshold bound state of (noncommutative) U(1) instantons for any instanton
number, and also show that charged instantons in the Coulomb phase correctly give the
degeneracy of SU(2) self-dual strings. By studying SU(N) self-dual strings in the Coulomb
phase, we find novel momentum-carrying degrees on the worldsheet. The total number
of these degrees equals the anomaly coefficient of SU(N) (2,0) theory. We finally show
that our index can be used to study the symmetric phase of this theory, and provide an
interpretation as the superconformal index of the sigma model on instanton moduli space.
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1 Introduction
Among many of the mysteries of M-theory [1, 2], M5-branes probably remain to be the least
understood object to date. The low energy dynamics of multiple M5-branes is described
by the 6d (2,0) superconformal field theory, whose details are mostly unknown to date.
The presence of N3 degrees of freedom on N coincident M5-branes [3] is at the center
of the puzzle.
Reducing the (2,0) theory on a circle, one obtains the 5d maximal super Yang-Mills
theory which is the low energy description of D4-branes. One would have thought that the
5d theory is the (2,0) theory without all Kaluza-Klein (KK) momentum modes. However,
instanton solitons, being the threshold bound states of the D0-D4 branes, turn out to carry
all KK momenta along the circle [4, 5]. Even though the 5d gauge theory appears to be
non-renormalizable, it has been suggested to have a UV fixed point which is given by the
6d theory. The question whether the 5d theory is UV complete by its own, by perhaps
including instantons and tensionless monopole strings, is currently a major challenge [6–8].
See also [9] for a recent study.
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Figure 1. Instantons and elementary particles uplift to momenta and M2 self-dual strings.
In supersymmetric theories, there are nontrivial observables which are not very much
sensitive to the details of UV completion. Quantum effects which nontrivially contribute
to such BPS observables are often highly constrained. In this paper, rather than trying
to address the issues of UV completeness in full generality, we study BPS observables of
the circle compactified (2, 0) theory which can be calculated in the 5 dimensional theory
without any ambiguity.
More concretely, we study the problem of counting the BPS bound states of instantons
with other charged particles of the 5d maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory in its
Coulomb or symmetric phase. These bound states are all at threshold, having zero binding
energies. From the 6d point of view, we are counting the BPS states of KK momentum
modes and winding self-dual strings [10, 11], which come from intersecting M2-M5 brane
systems. See figure 1. [12–16] discusses some worldvolume descriptions of these strings,
and [17] calculates the anomalies oo self-dual strings in the Coulomb phase. A more
complete list of references can be found in [18]. Compactifying the 5d theory further along
another circle, one can also view the latter system as coming from the magnetic monopole
strings of D2-D4 brane systems by changing the role of the M-theory circle. One can count
the BPS states on these monopole strings with momenta. We find exact matches of these
two calculations in some simple cases, which supports that the 5d theory compacfitied on a
circle is S-duality invariant [7, 8, 19]. We also find interesting predictions on the quantum
bound states of multiple monopole (or self-dual) strings at threshold.
At this point, we should mention that BPS bound states in 5 dimensional gauge theories
with 8 supercharges have been studied quite extensively, as Nekrasov’s instanton partition
function of these 5d theories on a circle can be interpreted as an index which counts
such bound states [20–23]. Similar studies for the maximally supersymmetric theory are
relatively rare. See [24–26] for earlier works on these D0-D4 bound states. The bound
states of instantons with charged particles in the Coulomb phase are sometimes called
dyonic instantons, whose classical soliton solutions were first studied in [27].
We find that our index is closely related to the Nekrasov’s partition function for the 5
dimensional N =2∗ theory compactified on S1. Recall that the N =2∗ theory is obtained
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from maximally supersymmetric theory by turning on a hypermultiplet mass. Among
others, this relation was recently used by Okuda and Pestun [28], by relating the chemical
potentials of the index of maximally supersymmetric theory to the parameters appearing
in Nekrasov’s partition function. See our eqs. (2.56), (2.57). The first part of this paper
explicitly verifies this proposal by a detailed calculation, in which we brutally compute the
index up to 3 instanton orders and show the agreement.
In the remaining part of this paper, using these results, we address some interesting
issues on the 5d Yang-Mills theory as the (2, 0) theory on a circle.
Firstly, although our index generally counts 14 -BPS particles with electric/instanton
charges, it also captures neutral 12 -BPS states with instanton charges only. In particular,
for the U(1) SYM, there are no charged states as all the fields are in adjoint representations.
In this case, our index can be used to provide an evidence of the conjecture on M-theory
that these instantons form unique bound states at all instanton numbers.1 Recall that, as
D0-branes on a D4 are supposed to provide the KK states of the free 6d tensor multiplet
along a circle, we expect there to be exactly one supermultiplet of bound states at each KK
momentum (or instanton number) [1, 2, 4]. The single particle index obtained from our
U(1) index exactly shows this desired property, which we think provides the most nontrivial
and concrete microscopic evidence for this long-standing conjecture.
Secondly, we study various charged bound states in the Coulomb phase and relate
them to the BPS spectra of self-dual strings (M2-M5) or the magnetic monopole strings
(D2-D4) via S-duality. In particular, we show that the spectrum of a single W-boson in the
SU(2) theory bound to many instantons exactly matches that of the magnetic monopole
string with many units of momentum on its worldsheet. This provides another evidence
that the 5d theory is sufficient to reproduce the required KK spectrum. This example also
supports the fact that the S-duality of the (2, 0) theory on a 2-torus is visible from 5d
SYM, as the F1-D0 bounds are S-dual to the D2-momentum bounds.
We further study our index for more nontrivial charged bound states. We first study
an index counting BPS states of self-dual strings connecting N(N−1)2 possible pairs of M5-
branes. From the perspective of the monopole strings, note that these monopoles with-
out KK momentum are visible as threshold bound states of N − 1 distinct fundamen-
tal monopoles [30, 31]. Under a torus compactification, they are S-dual to the N(N−1)2
W-bosons. We observe that instantons provide some novel ‘partonic’ excitations on the
worldsheets of these strings with nonzero momentum. These degrees might be the basic
constituents for all BPS states in the Coulomb phase, although we only have studied a
small subset of them. The number of these degrees scales faster than N2. Curiously, the
total number of these degrees on 2d worldsheet turns out to be N(N2−1), coinciding with
the anomaly coefficient of the AN−1 type (2, 0) theory [32, 33].2
We also find that novel bound states of identical multi-monopole strings are allowed
when (and only when) we turn on nonzero momentum. See section 4.1 for some examples.
1Although U(1) instantons are ‘small’ or singular in field theory, we can treat them with a non-
commutative deformation [29]. As we are computing an index, this continuous parameter does not affect
the index, while providing a mild UV completion for small instantons.
2The approach here is somewhat different from the study of 1
4
-BPS junctions [34]. As all BPS monopole
strings are parallel here, one might be able view them as degenerated 1
2
-BPS junctions.
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Finally, we show that our index is meaningful and calculable in the symmetric phase, in
which the scalar VEV is zero so that the SU(N) remains unbroken. The chemical potentials
that we introduce still makes the index calculable. A complete physical interpretation of
this index is not obvious to us at the moment, for reasons summarized in section 5. However,
we show that our symmetric phase index can be intepreted as a ‘superconformal index,’
counting BPS operators of the superconformal quantum mechanics of the low energy sigma
model whose target space is given by the instanton moduli space.
Perhaps we should emphasize that the study of Witten index for threshold bound states
is very subtle, as there is a continuum of spectrum above the threshold without a mass gap.
In this situation, Witten index generally loses its topological robustness against the change
of various continuous parameters. In fact, the threshold D0-brane bound states in type IIA
string theory were studied for two D0-branes [35, 36] and then for general number of D0-
branes [37], which actually show such subtleties. Fortunately, we have a way to circumvent
this problem in our D0-D4 system. Firstly, the position zero modes of the instantons on D4-
branes are lifted by introducing the chemical potentials for the SO(4) angular momentum,
which is equivalent to the Omega deformation [20]. This only works for even dimensions
and fails to completely localize odd dimensional zero modes, say in 9 spatial dimensions
for D0-branes [37]. Secondly, the D0-branes’ position zero modes away from the D4-branes
are lifted by introducing non-commutativity [29]. Thirdly, instantons also have internal
noncompact directions from their size moduli. They are lifted by introducing the chemical
potentials for the U(N) electric charges. Especially, with the SO(4) chemical potentials,
our index counts both single- and multi-particle states, either bound or unbound. For each
particle, the SO(4) chemical potentials provide a factor of index coming from its center-of-
mass supermultiplet, which we call Icom. By counting how many factors of Icom appear in
a term, we can see the particle number of that contribution.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we explain the
D0-D4 quantum mechanics. We also calculate the index and relate it to the instanton
partition function of the 5d N = 2∗ theory. In section 3, we study the threshold bound
states of U(1) instantons, or the bound states of one D4-brane with many D0’s, and prove
that there exist unique bound states at all instanton number. In section 4, we study various
charged bound states in the Coulomb phase. Especially, we show that the bound states of
multi-instantons with a W-boson in the SU(2) theory completely reproduce the degeneracy
of an SU(2) monopole (or self-dual) string with momenta. We also study the threshold
bound states of SU(N) strings with momenta and find novel ‘partonic’ degrees of freedom.
Section 5 explains various interpretations of the instanton index in the symmetric phase,
focusing on the superconformal index interpretation. Section 6 concludes with discussions.
Two appendices explain the technical details of the saddle points and the determinants in
the index calculation.
2 The instanton index of 5d maximal SYM
5d maximal SYM for N D4-branes has a dimensionful coupling constant g2YM. This theory
has ‘instanton’ particles, classically satisfying Fµν = ±⋆4Fµν in the spatial part. They are
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D0-branes bound to the D4-branes which can be uplifted to the KK momenta on M5-branes
along the M-theory circle. The mass of an instanton is thus identified with the radius of
the M-theory circle as
8π2
g2YM
=
1
R11
. (2.1)
Elementary excitations or W-bosons are uplifted to self-dual strings on M5-brane. See
figure 1. As k D0-branes bound to N D4-branes can be described by a matrix quantum
mechanics, we calculate the index from this mechanical system. We first explain this
system in subsection 2.1. In subsection 2.2, we evaluate the index which counts these
BPS particles.
2.1 The D0-D4 quantum mechanics
The quantum mechanics for k D0-branes on N D4-branes has a U(k) vector multiplet,
an adjoint hypermultiplet and N fundamental hypermultiplets. The global symmetry
SO(4)1 ∼ SU(2)1L × SU(2)2R rotates the 4 spatial directions on D4-branes, and SO(4)2 ∼
SU(2)2L×SU(2)2R is a subgroup of SO(5) R-symmetry unbroken by a nonzero scalar VEV.
We mostly follow the notations of [38]. Before adding fundamental hypermultiplets, the
Lagrangian is simply that for k D0-branes, a reduction of 10d SYM theory with U(k) gauge
group. This action is given by
LSYM = trk
(
1
2
DtϕIDtϕI +
1
2
DtamDtam +
1
4
[ϕI , ϕJ ]
2 +
1
2
[am, ϕI ]
2 +
1
4
[am, an]
2
+
i
2
(λ¯iα˙)†Dtλ¯iα˙ +
1
2
(λ¯iα˙)†(γI)ij [ϕI , λ¯
jα˙] +
i
2
(λiα)
†Dtλiα −
1
2
(λiα)
†(γI)ij [ϕI , λ
j
α]
− i
2
(λiα)
†(σm)αβ˙ [am, λ¯
iβ˙ ] +
i
2
(λ¯iα˙)†(σ¯m)α˙β [am, λiβ]
)
. (2.2)
I = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are vector and spinor indices, respectively, for the SO(5)
R-symmetry of 5d SYM. m= 1, 2, 3, 4 are for SO(4)1 vectors along the spatial directions
of D4-branes, α = 1, 2 and α˙ = 1, 2 are for SU(2)1L × SU(2)2R indices, σm = (i~τ , 1),
σ¯m = (−i~τ , 1) with the Pauli matrices ~τ , and finally Dt = ∂t− i[At, ]. We take the gamma
matrices for Sp(4) ∼ SO(5) in the following representation,
γI : γ5 =
(
δ ba 0
0 −δa˙
b˙
)
, γm =
(
0 (σm)ab˙
(σ¯m)a˙b 0
)
, γ12345 = −1 , (2.3)
where a, a˙ = 1, 2 etc. denote indices for SU(2)2L × SU(2)2R subgroup of Sp(4). We delib-
erately chose the first four components of the internal SO(5) vectors to be labeled by the
same index m as the spatial SO(4)1, for a minor technical reason to be explained below.
The Sp(4) invariant tensor ω takes the following from
ω ≡ −γ1γ3 =
(
ǫ 0
0 ǫ
)
, ωT = −ω , ω(γI)Tω−1 = +γI , (2.4)
where ǫ ≡ iτ2. We also define the anti-symmetric tensors ǫαβ , ǫαβ , ǫα˙β˙ , ǫα˙β˙ by ǫ12 =
−ǫ12 = 1 and so on. Fermions satisfy the symplectic-Majorana reality condition using
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SU(2)1L × SO(5) or SU(2)1R × SO(5) (overbars on spinors are used for SU(2)1R, not for
conjugates):
λiα = ǫαβω
ij(λjβ)
† , λ¯iα˙ = ǫα˙β˙ωij(λ¯jβ˙)† . (2.5)
The supercharges to be explained below also satisfy these reality conditions. The terms on
the first line of (2.2) including am may be written as
1
2
Dtaαα˙Dta
α˙α +
1
2
[ϕI , aαα˙][ϕI , a
α˙α]− Dˆα˙
β˙
Dˆβ˙α˙ (2.6)
with
Dˆα˙
β˙
=
1
2
(
[aα˙α, aαβ˙ ]−
1
2
δα˙
β˙
[aγ˙α, aαγ˙ ]
)
, (2.7)
while the last line may be written as
− i√
2
(λiα)
†[aαβ˙ , λ¯
iβ˙ ] +
i
2
(λ¯iα˙)†[aα˙β , λiβ] , (2.8)
where aαα˙ =
1√
2
(σm)αα˙am, a
α˙α = 1√
2
(σ¯m)α˙αam, a
α˙α = ǫαβǫα˙β˙aββ˙ = (aαα˙)
†.
Adding N fundamental hypermultiplets for the D0-D4 open strings, which we call
(qα˙, ψ
i), the total action takes the form of L = LSYM + Lf with
Lf = Dtqα˙Dtq¯
α˙ − (ϕI q¯α˙−q¯α˙vI)(qα˙ϕI−vIqα˙) + i(ψi)†Dtψi + (ψi)†(γI)ij
(
ψjϕI − vIψj
)
+
√
2i
(
(λ¯iα˙)†q¯α˙ψi − (ψi)†qα˙λ¯iα˙
)
, (2.9)
and then replacing Dˆ above for the adjoint hypermultiplet potential by D given as follows:
Dα˙
β˙
=
(
q¯α˙qβ˙ −
1
2
δα˙
β˙
(q¯γ˙qγ)− 1
2
ζA(τA)α˙
β˙
)
+
1
2
(
[aα˙α, aαβ˙ ]−
1
2
δα˙
β˙
[aγ˙α, aαγ˙ ]
)
. (2.10)
The covariant derivatives are defined as Dtqα˙ = ∂tqα˙ + iqα˙At, etc. The N × N matrix
parameters vI represent the VEV of the five real scalar fields in the 5 dimensional theory.
As the five matrices should commute to represent the vacuum, we take all of them to be
diagonalized. This breaks the U(N) symmetry to U(1)N . As mentioned at the beginning,
we shall consider the case where only one scalar VEV v5 could be nonzero. This amounts to
separating D4-branes along the fifth direction as in figure 1. We also added a deformation
of Fayet-Iliopoulos term (∝ ζA) for non-commutative instantons. The SU(2)1R triplet D
may be written as
DA ≡ (τA)β˙α˙Dα˙β˙ = q¯α˙qβ˙(τA)
β˙
α˙ − ζA +
i
2
η¯Amn[am, an] , (2.11)
where σ¯mn = iη¯
a
mnτ
a with anti-self-dual ’t Hooft symbol η¯amn.
5d SYM preserves 16 supersymmetries. We write them as Qiα and Q¯
iα˙, which satisfy
reality conditions like (2.5). Combining these into a SO(4, 1) spinor QiM withM = 1, 2, 3, 4,
the superalgebra is given by
{QiM , QjN} = Pµ(ΓµC)MNωij + i
8π2k
g2YM
CMNω
ij − itr(qvI)(ΓIω)ijCMN (2.12)
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where k is the instanton charge and q is the electric charge. Among these, only 8 of
them are realized in the mechanical model for the half-BPS instantons. The preserved
supercharge is taken to be Q¯iα˙ for self-dual instantons. The fields (At, λ¯
iα˙, ϕI) form a
vector multiplet, while (aαβ˙ , λ
i
α) and (qα˙, ψ
i) form hypermultiplets in U(k) adjoint and
fundamental, respectively. The Q¯iα˙ transformations are given by
Q¯iα˙At = iλ¯
iα˙ , Q¯iα˙ϕI = −i(γI)ij λ¯jα˙ (2.13)
Q¯iα˙λ¯jβ˙ = ǫα˙β˙(γIω)ijD0ϕ
I − i
2
ǫα˙β˙(γIJω)ij [ϕI , ϕJ ]− 2iωijDα˙ γ˙ǫγ˙β˙
for the vector multiplet,
Q¯iα˙aαβ˙ =
√
2δα˙
β˙
λiα ( or Q¯
iα˙am = (σ¯m)α˙βλiβ ) (2.14)
Q¯iα˙λjβ = (σ¯
m)α˙γǫγβ
(
iωijDtam + (γ
Iω)ij [ϕI , am]
)
=
√
2
(
iωijDtaβγ˙ + (γ
Iω)ij [ϕI , aβγ˙ ]
)
ǫγ˙α˙
for the adjoint hypermultiplet, and
Q¯iα˙qβ˙ =
√
2δα˙
β˙
ψi , Q¯iα˙ψj =
√
2
[
iωijDtqβ˙ − (γIω)ij
(
qβ˙ϕI − vIqβ˙
)]
ǫβ˙α˙ (2.15)
for the fundamental hypermultiplet. The half-BPS k instantons, of either single or multi-
particle types, are supersymmetric ground states of this mechanical model.
There also exist quarter-BPS states carrying non-zero electric charges of U(1)N ⊂
U(N) unbroken by the VEV v ≡ v5 6= 0. Depending on the sign of the electric charge,
the particle preserves different components of supercharges. Without losing generality, we
consider the particles preserving 4 real supercharges Q¯a˙α˙ with a˙ = 1, 2, α˙ = 1, 2: recall that
the Sp(4) R-symmetry index i = 1, 2, 3, 4 decomposes to a = 1, 2 (for i = 1, 2) and a˙ = 1, 2
(for i = 3, 4). Decomposing the fermions in fundamental hypermultiplets as ψi = (ψa, ψ
a˙),
one obtains the following supersymmetry transformation
Q¯a˙α˙ψb˙ =
√
2
[
iDtqβ˙ + (qβ˙ϕ5 − vqβ˙)
]
ǫa˙b˙ǫβ˙α˙ . (2.16)
This yields a BPS equation on the right hand side which agrees with those studied
in [27, 39]. The classical BPS configurations invariant under the supersymmetry (2.16)
has a solution
At = ϕ
5 , qα˙(t) = e
−ivtqα˙(0) . (2.17)
For a reason which will be clear shortly, we want to redefine variables to make these
quarter-BPS configuration to be time independent. We define variables xα˙ as
qα˙(t) = e
−ivtxα˙(t) . (2.18)
In this variable, the Lagrangian including fundamental variables is given by
Lf =
(
Dtx¯
α˙ + ix¯α˙v
)
(Dtxα˙ − ivxα˙)− (ϕI x¯α˙−x¯α˙vI)(xα˙ϕI−vIxα˙) (2.19)
+i(ξi)†
(
Dtξ
i − ivξi)+ (ξi)†(γI)ij (ξjϕI − vIξj)+√2i((λ¯iα˙)†x¯α˙ξi − (ξi)†xα˙λ¯iα˙)
where we defined ξi ≡ eivtψi. In the next subsection, we will be interested in the Euclidean
version of this theory relevant for computing an index where the time direction is taken
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to be periodic with radius β. Had we been not redefining variables to xα˙, time dependent
saddle points in the Euclidean theory would be qα˙ ∼ e−vτ with Euclidean time τ = it,
spoiling the periodicity. This is fine as we can naturally work with non-periodic or twisted
boundary conditions along the circle. Going to the variable xα˙ to restore periodicity is
sometimes called ‘untwisting’, which introduces an external gauge field as in (2.19), making
the Euclidean action complex.
To define and calculate the index for these 14 -BPS particles, it is convenient to choose
one supercharge among Q¯a˙α˙. We take it as
Q ≡ 1√
2
ǫa˙α˙Q¯
a˙α˙ , Q = −Q∗ . (2.20)
This may be regarded as the scalar supercharge in a twisted theory which identifies SU(2)1R
and SU(2)2R. We shall use a subset of supercharges of Q¯
a˙α˙, including Q above, to localize
the quantum mechanical path integral for our index in the next subsection.
It is sometimes helpful to rewrite the above theory in a cohomological formulation
using Q. This is a straightforward generalization of [37] by including fundamental hyper-
multiplets and extra potential terms from nonzero VEV v. We consider a Euclidean theory
obtained by taking t = −iτ , At = iAτ . Following [37], we use the ‘matrix model’ like nota-
tion by replacing covariant time derivatives Dτ in the Euclidean theory by Aτ . Whenever
necessary, one can restore time derivatives simply by replacing Aτ by Dτ .
3 Defining
φ ≡ −i(Aτ + iϕ5) , φ¯ ≡ i(Aτ − iϕ5) , η ≡
√
2iǫa˙α˙λ¯
a˙α˙ ,
Ψm ≡ Qam = 1√
2
ǫa˙α˙ (σ¯m)
α˙β λa˙β , Ψm+4 ≡ Qϕm = −
i√
2
ǫa˙α˙ (σ¯m)
a˙b λ¯α˙b (2.21)
in the U(k) adjoint sector, part of the supersymmery transformation under Q is given by
Qφ = 0 , Qφ¯ = η , Qη = [φ, φ¯]
QΨm = [φ, am] , QΨm+4 = [φ, ϕm] , (2.22)
which is same as that in [37] if one defines the ‘SO(8) vectors’ (am, ϕm) and (Ψm,Ψm+4).
Note that Q2 acting on these variables yields [φ, ], implying that Q is nilpotent up to
a complexified gauge transformation generated by φ. In case time derivative is kept, this
complex gauge transformation is accompanied by a time translation. In the variable xα˙,
time translation generator is simply H − viΠi with the U(1)N electric charges Πi, since we
moved to a rotating frame in the U(1)N angles.
We also consider 4 components of λaα and 3 components (ǫ
−1σ¯mn)a˙α˙λ¯a˙α˙ of λ¯a˙α˙, apart
from η considered in (2.21). We reorganize them into a seven component vector ~χ given
by
~χ =
(
χAR, χ
A
L , χ
)
=
(
− 1√
2
(
ǫ−1τA
)
a˙α˙
λ¯a˙α˙, − i√
2
(
τAǫ
)aα
λaα,
1√
2
ǫaαλaα
)
. (2.23)
3In [37], multi-instanton bound states (without D4’s) were considered, generalizing earlier works [35, 36].
In that case, the quantum mechanical path integral reduced down to an ordinary matrix integral. This
will not be true in our case, so the matrix model like notation should always be understood with this
replacement.
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Defining seven components of quadratures as
~E=(EAR , EAL , E) (2.24)
≡
(
i
2
η¯Amn ([ϕm, ϕn]−[am, an])−x¯α˙xβ˙(τA)β˙α˙+ζA,
i
2
ηAmn ([ϕm, an]+[am, ϕn]) ,−i[ϕm, am]
)
generalizing [37], with A = 1, 2, 3, σmn = iη
A
mnτ
A and σ¯mn = iη¯
A
mnτ
A, one obtains
Q~χ = i~E . (2.25)
One also finds
1
2
tr
(
~E · ~E
)
=
1
2
tr
(
−1
2
[ϕm, ϕn][ϕm, ϕn]−[ϕm, an][ϕm, an] +DADA−[ϕm, ϕn]q¯α˙qβ˙ (σ¯mn)β˙α˙
)
,
(2.26)
where DA is defined by (2.11). The right hand side is the bosonic potential energy apart
from the last term (which will be taken care of shortly). After some algebra, and using
equations of motion for fermions, one finds that
Q2~χ = Q
(
i~E
)
= [φ, ~χ] , (2.27)
so that Q2 acting on ~χ is again a complexified gauge transformation. To make Q nilpotent
(up to a gauge transformation) off-shell, we introduce seven auxiliary scalars ~H which
satisfy
Q~χ = ~H , Q ~H = [φ, ~χ] (2.28)
with the bosonic action containing ~H, ~E given by
1
2
~H · ~H − i ~H · ~E . (2.29)
Integrating out ~H gives the potential energy (2.26) and supersymmetry.
Finally, fundamental variables transform under Q as
Qxα˙ = −ǫα˙a˙eivtψa˙ ≡ −ǫα˙a˙ξa˙ ,
Qξa˙ = ǫa˙α˙xα˙φ , Qξa = − (σm)aα˙ ǫα˙β˙xβ˙ϕm ≡ iFa . (2.30)
Q2 acing on xa˙ and ξ
a˙ is again a gauge transformation, and
Q2ξa = −χaφ , (2.31)
using the equation of motion for ξa. It is again useful to define complex variables ha so
that
Qξa = ha , Qha = −ξaφ . (2.32)
The action involving ha can be written as
ha(ha)
† − iFa(ha)† − iha(Fa)† . (2.33)
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After integrating out ha by setting ha = iFa, one obtains
tr
(
Fa(Fa)†
)
= tr
(
(ϕmx¯
α˙)(xα˙ϕm) +
1
2
[ϕm, ϕn]x¯
α˙xβ˙ (σ¯
mn)β˙α˙
)
. (2.34)
Collecting all the results, one can rewrite the bosonic part of the Lagrangian as follows
Lbos =
1
2
tr
(
1
4
[φ, φ¯]2 − [φ, am][φ¯, am]− [φ, ϕm][φ, ϕm] + ~E · ~E + Fa(Fa)†
+ {φ, φ¯}x¯α˙xα˙ − 4φx¯α˙vxα˙
)
→ tr
(
1
8
[φ, φ¯]2 − 1
2
[φ, am][φ¯, am]− 1
2
[φ, ϕm][φ, ϕm] +
1
2
| ~H|2 − i ~H · ~E
+ ha(ha)
† − iFa(ha)† − iha(Fa)† + 1
2
{φ, φ¯}x¯α˙xα˙ − 2φx¯α˙vxα˙
)
, (2.35)
where the last step involves introducing auxiliary fields ~H, ha, h
†
a. One should remember
that in all supersymmetry transformations and the action, replacing Aτ , φ, φ¯ appropriately
by Dτ yields our mechanics action.
2.2 The index
We define and calculate a Witten index counting 14 -BPS states preserving Q¯
a˙α˙. We first
explain what kind of chemical potentials we can introduce to weight these states.
Among the SO(4)1 × SO(4)2 ⊂ SO(4, 1)× SO(5) symmetry unbroken by massive par-
ticles and the VEV v5, the two SU(2)1L × SU(2)2L subgroups which come with undotted
indices like α, a commute with all four supercharges Q¯a˙α˙. So we can include the chem-
ical potentials for their Cartans. We denote by γ1, γ2 the chemical potentials for the
Cartans of SU(2)1L × SU(2)2L, respectively. Also, since we have in mind using a subset
of the 4 supercharges including Q of (2.20) to localize the path integral, there exists a
calculable index which also includes another chemical potential for the diagonal subgroup
of SU(2)1R × SU(2)2R under which Q is neutral. This diagonal SU(2)R rotates a˙ and α˙
type indices simultaneously. We denote by γR the chemical potential for its Cartan. Note
that the introduction of nonzero FI term ∼ ζA in (2.11) breaks SU(2)1R to U(1). Even
in this case, we can still introduce γR for the unbroken U(1). There are two real super-
charges Q¯1˙2˙, Q¯2˙1˙ which commute with this SU(2)R Cartan. One combination (2.20) is the
scalar supercharge Q. We denote another combination by Q˜. Q, Q˜ satisfy {Q, Q˜} = 0 and
Q2 = Q˜2 = H − viΠi. We consider the Witten index associated with Q, Q˜, given by
Ik(µ
i, γ1, γ2, γR) = Trk
[
(−1)F e−βQ2e−µiΠie−iγ1(2J1L)−iγ2(2J2L)−iγR(2JR)
]
, (2.36)
where
Πi =
[−ixα˙pα˙ + ip¯α˙x¯α˙]ii + (fermionic) (2.37)
for i = 1, 2, · · · , N are the Noether electric charges for the U(1)N ⊂ U(N) symmetry.4 pα˙
is the momentum conjugate to xα˙. J1L, J2L, JR = J1R + J2R are Cartans for SU(2)1L,
4We hope the indices i, j, · · · for U(N) are not confused with similar indices used for SO(5) spinors in
the previous subsection. Similarly, we shall later use I, J, · · · indices for U(k) indices, which clashes with
the SO(5) vector indices in the previous subsections. These indices from now on will not be used for SO(5).
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SU(2)2L and the diagonal SU(2)R, respectively. As all the charges appearing in the trace
(including Q2) commute with Q, Q˜, pairs of bosonic and fermionic states which are not
annihilated by Q, Q˜ do not contribute to this index. Thus, Ik does not depend on the
parameter β in (2.36). Also, the continuous parameters v, ζA appearing in the theory are
also expected not to affect the index. We can take these parameters to whatever convenient
values for calculation. It is also useful to consider
I(q, µi, γ1, γ2, γR) =
∞∑
k=0
qkIk , (2.38)
where q is the fugacity of the instanton number charge k, and I0 ≡ 1.
We emphasize the condition we put on µi. The separation of D4 branes is parametrized
by v. The order of these branes can be chosen to be v1 > v2 > · · · > vN . The positivity of
the electric charge contribution to the mass, viΠi > 0, puts a constraint on electric charges
Πi. For instance, Π1 = 1,Π2 = −1 corresponding to a single stretched string is allowed
since v1 > v2, but Π1 = −1,Π2 = 1 corresponding to a string with opposite orientation is
anti-BPS and does not appear in this BPS sector. The requirement that we only admit
these allowed charges in our index is implemented by setting µ1 > µ2 > · · · > µN , which
is the same order as vi. Thus, only the topological information of vi is encoded in the
chemical potential µi.
The above index admits a path integral representation over a periodic time direction
with radius β. Keeping xα˙ and its conjugate momenta, the path integral takes the following
form,
Ik =
∫
τ∼τ+β
[
dxα˙dx¯
α˙dpα˙dp¯α˙dAτ (· · · )
]
ei
∫
dτ(pα˙Dτxα˙+p¯α˙Dτ x¯
α˙+··· )e−
∫
dτ(H−viΠi)
×e−µiΠi−iγ1(2J1L)−iγ2(2J2L)−iγR(2JR) (2.39)
where (· · · ) denotes appearances of other phase space variables in the theory. One can
integrate out the momentum variables to obtain a configuration space path integral. For
simplicity, we first illustrate this for the variables xα˙, p
α˙ in detail, as this part is most
nontrivial. The extension to the full momentum variable integral will be obvious. Since Πi
is conserved along time evolution, one may replace xα˙p
α˙, etc. in Πi of (2.37) by
1
β
∫
dτxα˙p
α˙,
etc. H is simply quadratic in momenta, and especially contains pα˙p¯α˙ conjugate to the x, x¯
variables. These momenta can be integrated out, after which one obtains a measure given
by the Euclidean action. Insertion of viΠi and −µiΠi results in shifts of the on-shell values
of pα˙, p¯α˙ as
p¯α˙ = iDτxα˙ − i
(
v − µ
β
)
xα˙ , p
α˙ = iDτ x¯
α˙ + ix¯α˙
(
v − µ
β
)
(2.40)
where v, µ are regarded as diagonal N × N matrices. Thus, the Euclidean action and
supersymmetry are twisted by covariantizing time derivatives with external gauge field
given by chemical potentials. The shift proportional to v above, coming from the insertion
viΠi in the exponent, actually yields the canonical momentum obtained from (2.19). This
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is compatible with our early observation thatH−viΠi is the Hamiltonian in these variables.
Now generalizing the above by including all other variables and chemical potentials, the
derivative is shifted as
Dτ → Dτ − µ
i
β
Πi − iγ1
β
(2J1L)− iγ2
β
(2J2L)− iγR
β
(2JR) (2.41)
where Πi, J1L, J2L, JR denote the charges of the variable on which Dτ acts. For instance,
the i’th element of x±˙ in U(N) has Πi = −1 (others being zero), J1L = J2L = 0 and
JR = ±12 . Due to the appearance of the twist by µi, γ ≡ (γ1, γ2, γR), we now have
a deformed Lagrangian Lµ,γ in the path integral measure which is invariant under the
deformed supercharge Qµ,γ , covariantizing all time derivatives as (2.41).
Now we consider the continuous parameters in the theory. Without losing generality,
we first take the FI parameter to be aligned along A = 3, and write ζ = ζ3. We would
like to compute the path integral after taking β → 0+, ζ → ∞ in appropriate rate, to be
specified below during the calculation. One could also have taken vi → ∞, but the last
limit is not essential. The limit will localize the path integral to Gaussian fluctuations
around supersymmetric saddle points.
The saddle point configurations which preserve Q can be classified by the N -colored
Young diagrams. Although this is well-known [20, 21], we review it in our context in
appendix A. Saddle points are first classified by how one can distribute identical k instan-
tons to N D4-branes. They are labeled by partitions of k into N non-negative integers ki
(i = 1, 2, · · · , N) satisfying
k1 + k2 + · · ·+ kN = k . (2.42)
Then, for the set of ki instantons on i’th D4-brane, possible saddle point solutions in this
part are labeled by Young diagrams Yi(ki) with ki boxes. The whole saddle point solutions
are labeled by the collection of N Young diagrams,
(Y1(k1), Y2(k2), · · · , YN (kN )) ,
N∑
i=1
ki = k , (2.43)
which is called N -colored Young diagram. The general form of the solution as well as
concrete examples for k = 1, 2, 3 are explained in appendix A.
We start by studying the single instanton sector in some detail. There are N saddle
points,
am = 0 , x+ =
√
ζeiθ ei , x− = 0 , φ =
µi − iγR
β
, φ¯ = 2vi − µ
i − iγR
β
(2.44)
with i = 1, 2, · · · , N , where am, φ, φ¯ are just numbers, x±˙ are complex N ×1 matrices (row
vectors), θ is a phase which corresponds to the U(1) gauge orbit, and ei is an N dimensional
unit row vector with nonzero i’th component. See appendix A.1 for its derivation. The
path integral for large ζ and small β is calculated by Gaussian approximation. The result
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SU(2)1L SU(2)1R SU(2)2L SU(2)2R
B2 3 1 1 1
φI 1 1 2 2
1 1 1 1
λ 2 1 2 1
2 1 1 2
Table 1. Representations of fields in a free tensor supermultiplet under various symmetries.
is
Ik=1 =
(
sin γ1+γ22 sin
γ1−γ2
2
sin γ1+γR2 sin
γ1−γR
2
)
N∑
i=1
∏
j( 6=i)
sinh
µij+iγ2−iγR
2 sinh
µij−iγ2−iγR
2
sinh
µij
2 sinh
µij−2iγR
2
≡ Icom
N∑
i=1
∏
j( 6=i)
I(µij) , (2.45)
where µij = µi − µj ,
Icom(γ1, γ2, γR) =
sin γ1+γ22 sin
γ1−γ2
2
sin γ1+γR2 sin
γ1−γR
2
(2.46)
and
I(µij) ≡ Icom(γR+iµij , γ2, γR) =
sinh
µij+iγ2−iγR
2 sinh
µij−iγ2−iγR
2
sinh
µij
2 sinh
µij−2iγR
2
. (2.47)
The summation over i = 1, 2, · · · , N comes from contributions from N different saddle
points. The factor Icom comes from the center-of-mass supermultiplet, as we shall explain
shortly. This result is derived in appendix B.
One can interpret the factor Icom as contributions to the index from the center-of-
mass supermultiplet for the half-BPS instantons. This multiplet is a tensor super-multiplet
which consists of two-form field B2, five scalar fields φI and their superpartners λ. This
multiplet can be generated by 8 real supercharges Qaα, Q
a˙
α of SYM broken by the half-BPS
instantons, together with the center-of-mass position zero modes.5 Their representations
under various symmetries are shown in table 1. The index over these fields is generated by
four fermionic oscillators coming from Qaα, Q
a˙
α and is given by(
ei
γ1+γ2
2 − e−i γ1+γ22
)(
ei
γ1−γ2
2 − e−i γ1−γ22
)(
ei
γ1+γR
2 − e−i γ1+γR2
)(
ei
γ1−γR
2 − e−i γ1−γR2
)
= (2i)4 sin
γ1 + γ2
2
sin
γ1 − γ2
2
sin
γ1 + γR
2
sin
γ1 − γR
2
, (2.48)
where we have assumed a convention for the bosonic/fermionic nature of the Clifford vac-
uum. This is proportional to the determinant contribution from the fermion zero modes
5Even with 1
4
-BPS states, this center-of-mass index appears in the same form in the full index. However,
as we shall explain in section 4, it is sometimes more natural to change the viewpoint and explain the index
in some sectors with the center-of-mass index for 1
2
-BPS W-bosons.
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λaα, λ
a˙
α to the index that we obtained in appendix B. We also have contributions from 4
bosonic translational zero modes am. These zero modes appear in the wave-function on R
4.
As we should weight all these wave-functions with U(1)2 ⊂ SO(4) chemical potentials, let
us consider the factorized bases in two orthogonal R2’s separately. In one R2, say spanned
by x1, x2, one can take the basis for the wave-function to have the form f(x1, x2)e
−(x21+x22),
where f(x1, x2) is all possible polynomials of x1, x2. As we want them to be U(1)
2 angular
momentum eigenstates, we construct the polynomial in terms of x∓±˙ ≡ x1± ix2, where the
subscripts denote the sign of charges for SU(2)L and SU(2)R Cartans. One weights a mono-
mial (x−+˙)
m(x+−˙)
n wave-function by giving e∓i(γ1−γR) to each factor of x∓±˙. Summing
over non-negative integers m,n, one obtains
1
1− ei(γ1−γR) ·
1
1− e−i(γ1−γR) , (2.49)
where each factor comes from monomials of x+−˙, x−+˙. Of course, one obtains a divergent
contribution as one expands the geometric series, for a clear reason that there exist infinitely
many states with given angular momentum. If one wished, one could have given a factor
e−ǫ∓i(γ1−γR) before summing over the states to get a regularized version of (2.49), and then
send ǫ → 0+. The final expression (2.49) is finite even after removing the regulator, as is
our index (2.46). A similar partition function can be obtained for the other R2 with zero
modes x±±˙ ≡ x3 ∓ ix4, having charges (±12 ,±12) under the two Cartans. The partition
function for the wavefunction coming from all four zero modes is given by
1
(1−ei(γ1−γR))(1−e−i(γ1−γR))(1−ei(γ1+γR))(1−e−i(γ1+γR)) =
1
(2i)4 sin2 γ1+γR2 sin
2 γ1−γR
2
(2.50)
Combining (2.48) and (2.50), one obtains (2.46), proving our assertion that Icom is indeed
the index coming from the center-of-mass super-multiplet.
For higher instanton numbers, one obtains the index after a similar but much more
tedious analysis of the path integral. Certainly one could have obtained it more systemati-
cally by fully using techniques of [40], as done in [20]. We did rather brutally at k = 2, 3 to
make the structure of Gaussian localization clear, heavily relying on mathematica for nu-
merical calculations of the determinants. To keep the notation simple, let us denote Young
diagrams by specifying the lengths of the rows. For instance, (3, 1) will mean . Such a
Young diagram with a subscript (3, 1)i is for the instantons localized on the i’th D4-brane.
At k = 2, indices from various saddle points are
I(1)i(1)j =I
2
com
sinh
µij+iγ1+iγ2
2 sinh
µij−iγ1+iγ2
2 sinh
µij+iγ1−iγ2
2 sinh
µij−iγ1−iγ2
2
sinh
µij+iγ1+iγR
2 sinh
µij−iγ1+iγR
2 sinh
µij+iγ1−iγR
2 sinh
µij−iγ1−iγR
2
×
∏
k( 6=i,j)
I(µik)I(µjk)
=Icom(γ1)
2I(µij + iγ1 + iγR)I(µij − iγ1 + iγR)
∏
k( 6=i,j)
I(µik)I(µjk)
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I(2)i , I(1,1)i=Icom
sin ±2γ1+γ2+γR2 sin
±2γ1−γ2+γR
2
sin(±γ1) sin(±γ1 + γR) (2.51)
×
∏
k( 6=i)
sinh µki−iγ2+iγR2 sinh
µki+iγ2+iγR
2 sinh
µki±iγ1−iγ2+2iγR
2 sinh
µki±iγ1+iγ2+2iγR
2
sinhµki2 sinh
µki+2iγR
2 sinh
µki±iγ1+iγR
2 sin
µki±iγ1+3iγR
2
≡ Icom(γ1)Icom(2γ1 ± γR)
∏
k( 6=i)
I(µik)I(µik ∓ iγ1 − iγR) ,
where we have only shown the first arguments in the expressions Icom, I, as the other two
arguments γ2, γR always remain the same. At k = 3, one obtains
I(3)i= Icom(γ1)Icom(2γ1 − γR)Icom(3γ1 − 2γR) (2.52)
×
∏
j( 6=i)
I(µij)I(µij + iγ1−iγR)I(µij + 2iγ1−2iγR)
I(2,1)i= (Icom(γ1))
2Icom(3γ1)
∏
j( 6=i)
I(µij)I(µij + iγ1 − iγR)I(µij − iγ1 − iγR)
I(1)i(1)j(1)k= (Icom(γ1))
3[I(µij + iγ1 + iγR)I(µij − iγ1 + iγR)][ij → jk][ij → ki]
×
∏
l( 6=i,j,k)
I(µil)I(µjl)I(µkl)
I(2)i(1)j= Icom(γ1)
2Icom(2γ1−γR)I(µij + 2iγ1)I(µij − iγ1 + iγR)I(µij)
×
∏
k( 6=i,j)
I(µik)I(µik + iγ1−iγR)I(µjk)
where [ij → jk] on the third line denotes replacing the ij indices in the factor in [ ] by
jk, etc.
The general form of the index, including all cases above, is as follows. For a saddle
point given by the colored Young diagram {Y1, Y2, · · · , YN}, the index is given by
I{Y1,Y2,··· ,YN} =
N∏
i,j=1
∏
s∈Yi
sinh
Eij−i(γ2+γR)
2 sinh
Eij+i(γ2−γR)
2
sinh
Eij
2 sinh
Eij−2iγR
2
, (2.53)
where we should explain various quantities in the expression. s denotes a box in the Young
diagram Yi in the above expression, and is labeled by a pair of positive integers (m,n)
which count the position of the box from the upper-left corner of the Young diagram, as
we label matrix elements. For instance, the three boxes in the first row of are labeled
as (1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 3) from the left, and the box in the second row is labeled as (2, 1). Eij
is defined as
Eij = µi − µj + i(γ1 − γR)hi(s) + i(γ1 + γR)(vj(s) + 1) , (2.54)
where hi(s) and vj(s) denotes the distance from the box s (∈ Yi) to the right and bottom
end of the i’th and j’th Young diagram, respectively. For instance, if we take the pair of
Young diagrams to be Yi = and Yj = , s in the product
∏
s∈Yi of (2.53) can run
over (1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 1). The values of h, v are given by hi(1, 1) = 2, hi(1, 2) = 1,
hi(1, 3) = 0, hi(2, 1) = 0 and vj(1, 1) = 2, vj(1, 2) = −1, vj(1, 3) = −1, vi(2, 1) = 1.
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See [41] for more detailed explanations of this formula. One can easily show that this
formula reproduces all the expressions in (2.45), (2.51), (2.52) above.
From (2.53), one can see that the expression can be understood as the instanton
partition function of the 5d N =2∗ theory compactified on a circle [21]. The last theory
has 8 real supercharges, which we call N = 2 in 4 dimensional convenction. It has a
massless vector multiplet and a hypermultiplet with mass m. One considers this theory
in the Coulomb phase with VEV’s a1, a2, · · · , aN of the scalar in the vector multiplet,
which break the U(N) gauge symmetry to U(1)N . To compute the instanton partition
function, the system is put in the Omega background with parameters ǫ1, ǫ2, associated to
the rotations on 12 and 34 planes, respectively. The two combinations
ǫL =
ǫ1 − ǫ2
2
, ǫR =
ǫ1 + ǫ2
2
(2.55)
take values in the Cartan of SU(2)1L×SU(2)R. We take all parameters to be dimensionless
by suitably multiplying the radius R5 of the 5d circle. In [21, 41, 42], the partition functions
of the 4d and 5d N =2∗ theories were first presented for the self-dual Omega background
with ǫR = 0, i.e. when ~ ≡ ǫ1 = −ǫ2. The generalization to the case with nonzero ǫR, which
will be the expression to be compared with our index, has been discussed rather recently,
and demands a careful consideration on the mass parameter as argued in [28].
We first consider the denominator
∏N
i,j
∏
s∈Yi sinh
Eij
2 sinh
Eij−2iγR
2 of (2.53). This can
be identified as a contribution from the fields in the vector multiplet of N = 2∗ theory. In
the ‘4d limit’ obtained by scaling the dimensionless parameters to be small, we erase the
sinh’s and take the resulting polynomials as the denominator. Identifying
ai =
µi
2
, −ǫ1 = iγ1 − γR
2
, ǫ2 = i
γ1 + γR
2
, (2.56)
where the parameters on the left hand sides are all made dimensionless by suitably multi-
plying the radius of the circle, we recover the expressions for instanton partition function
for the 5d N = 2 super Yang-Mills theory. For instance, one immediately recovers the
finite product form (2.53) from eqs. (3.16) and (3.17) of [41] (after uplifting each factor
into sinh). Now let us consider the numerator of (2.53). We can identify it as the deter-
minant from hypermultiplet of N =2∗ theory. This numerator takes a form similar to the
denominator, with shifts on the arguments of sinh by subtracting iγ2+γR2 to the first sinh
in (2.53), and adding it to the second sinh. Comparing with eq. (3.26) of [41], with a recent
modification in the hypermultiplet mass contribution [28], we find that the sinh arguments
in the numerator of the N =2∗ partition function are shifted by m+ ǫR. Since we already
mapped ǫR =
iγR
2 from (2.56), our numerator is exactly the hypermultiplet contribution of
the N =2∗ theory if we identify
m = i
γ2
2
. (2.57)
3 Uniqueness of U(1) Kaluza-Klein modes
In this section, we study the D0-brane index on a single D4-brane, or the U(1) instanton
index. Although U(1) instantons are singular in ordinary field theory, they play important
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roles in string theory. Also, under the non-commutative deformation that we introduced,
U(1) instantons become regular solitons of classical field theory [29]. As the Kaluza-Klein
states of M5-branes on a circle, these instanton bound states are expected to be unique in
each topological sector given by the instanton number k. In other words, we expect only
one supermultiplet to exist in the single particle Hilbert space for each k.
The bound states of non-commutative U(1) instantons have been studied in [43] up
to k = 2, by studying the instanton moduli space dynamics and constructing the wave-
function for threshold bounds. Such an approach would be very difficult for general multi-
instantons, as one should understand the metric and the normalizable harmonic forms on
the moduli space. The index in this paper is much easier to study. In particular, the
relation between our index and the instanton part of Nekrasov’s N =2∗ partition function
allows us to study these bound states in great detail, relying on recent developments in
topological string theory.
Before considering the general index, let us illustrate the structure of this index for
the cases with low instanton numbers, k = 1, 2, 3. At single instanton sector, one naturally
obtains the index for one supermultiplet Ik=1 = Icom from (2.45), implying unique bound
state with one unit of KK monentum. This index at k=1 was also obtained in [44].
At k ≥ 2, one has to remember that our index includes multi-particle contribution. At
k = 2, collecting the contributions from the saddle points and of (2.51), one obtains
Ik=2=
sin γ1+γ22 sin
γ1−γ2
2
sin γ1+γR2 sin
γ1−γR
2
(
sin2γ1+γ2+γR2 sin
2γ1−γ2+γR
2
sin(γ1) sin(γ1 + γR)
+
sin2γ1+γ2−γR2 sin
2γ1−γ2−γR
2
sin(γ1) sin(γ1 − γR)
)
. (3.1)
After some algebra, one can check that this expression can be written as
Ik=2 =
Icom(γ1, γ2, γR)
2 + Icom(2γ1, 2γ2, 2γR)
2
+ Icom(γ1, γ2, γR) . (3.2)
The first term comes from two non-interacting identical particles, each of them having
instanton charge 1. This is an expected contribution once we have identified a single
particle state at k = 1 in the previous paragraph. The last term of (3.2) implies the
existence of another single particle supermultiplet at k = 2, which shows the uniqueness of
threshold bound state at k = 2. This fact was also shown in [43] by an explicit construction
of the wave-function for the threshold bound state on the Eguchi-Hanson moduli space.
At k = 3, one obtains the following index from (2.52):
I = Icom
(
sin 2γ1−γ2−γR2 sin
2γ1+γ2−γR
2
sin γ1 sin(γ1 − γR)
)(
sin 3γ1+γ2−2γR2 sin
3γ1−γ2−2γR
2
sin
(3γ1−γR
2
)
sin
(3γ1−3γR
2
)
)
I = (Icom)
2
(
sin 3γ1+γ22 sin
3γ1−γ2
2
sin
(3γ1+γR
2
)
sin
(3γ1−γR
2
)
)
(3.3)
I = Icom
(
sin 2γ1+γ2+γR2 sin
2γ1−γ2+γR
2
sin γ1 sin(γ1 + γR)
)(
sin 3γ1−γ2+2γR2 sin
3γ1+γ2+2γR
2
sin
(3γ1+γR
2
)
sin
(3γ1+3γR
2
)
)
.
From these expressions, one can show after some algebra that
Ik=3=I +I +I =
Icom(γ)
3+3Icom(γ)Icom(2γ)+2Icom(3γ)
6
+Icom(γ)
2+Icom(γ), (3.4)
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where γ = (γ1, γ2, γR) is used as a collective symbol for the three chemical potentials.
The first term on the right hand side comes from three identical particles, each particle
with instanton number 1. The second term proportional to Icom(γ)
2 comes from 2 particle
states, one with instanton number 1 and another with 2 (which we identified in the previous
paragraph). The last term confirms that there is a unique supermultiplet for the threshold
bound state of three instantons.
One can work more systematically by using the relation of our index to the 5d N = 2∗
partition function and some recent development from the topological string calculations.
Namely, the U(1) N = 2∗ theory in 5 dimension can be engineered by putting M-theory
on a suitable Calabi-You 3-fold. The instanton partition function as a function of ǫ1, ǫ2,m
was computed from topological string theory, using the refined topological vertex tech-
nique [45–47]. A nice feature of their result is that the summation over the instanton
saddle points was explicitly done. Following the notation of [45], one finds that the in-
stanton part of the partition function Zinst (i.e. without the perturbative part) is given
by
Z = ZpertZinst
Z =
∞∏
k=1

(1−Qk•)−1 ∞∏
i,j=1
(1−Qk•Q−1m qi−
1
2 tj−
1
2 )(1−Qk•Q−1qi−
1
2 tj−
1
2 )
(1−Qk•qi−1tj)(1−Qk•qitj−1)


Zpert =
∞∏
i,j=1
(1−Qmti− 12 qj− 12 ) , (3.5)
from eq. (3.1) and the expressions below eq. (3.5) in [45]. Here, the three parameters
Q•, Q,Qm are related by Q• = QQm, and Q = e−T , Qm = e−Tm are related to the two
Ka¨hler parameters T, Tm of the CY3 which yields the N = 2∗ theory. It will turn out
that Tm and Q• are the mass parameter and the instanton number chemical potential (or
the coupling constant of the gauge theory), respectively. t, q are their Omega background
parameters. Their parameters are related to ours q (fugacity for instanton number), m, ǫ1,
ǫ2 as
[Q•]theirs = q , [Tm]theirs = 2m = iγ2 , [t]theirs = e2ǫ1 = ei(γR−γ1) ,
[q]theirs = e
−2ǫ2 = e−i(γ1+γR) . (3.6)
As Zinst is the multi-particle index, we should consider the single particle index zsp given
by
Zinst(Q•, Qm, t, q) = exp
[ ∞∑
n=1
1
n
zsp(Q
n
• , Q
n
m, t
n, qn)
]
(3.7)
to study how many bound states exist. As all the expressions in (3.5) are given by infinite
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products, it is easy to extract the closed form of zsp. One obtains
zsp =
∞∑
k=1
Qk•

1 + ∞∑
i,j=1
(
qi−1tj + qitj−1 − (Q−1m +Q−1)qi−
1
2 tj−
1
2
)+ ∞∑
i,j=1
Qmt
i− 1
2 qj−
1
2
=
Q•
1−Q•
1 + qt− (qt) 12 (Q−1m +QmQ−1• )
(1− q)(1− t) +
Qm(qt)
1
2
(1− q)(1− t) (3.8)
=
Q•
1−Q•
(1− (qt) 12Qm)(1− (qt) 12Q−1m )
(1− q)(1− t) −→
q
1− q Icom(γ1, γ2, γR) ,
where the first and second terms on the first line come from Z and Z−1pert, respectively. We
used the relation Q• = QQm on the second line, and in the last expression we changed
the parameters to our q, γ1, γ2, γR. Expanding the last expression in q, one finds that the
coefficient of qk is Icom(γ1, γ2, γR) for all k = 1, 2, 3, · · · , proving that there indeed exists
unique bound state at each instanton number k.
One might wonder if one can do similar studies for the U(N) instantons. Firstly,
it is unclear how many bound states we should expect in the symmetric phase based
on kinematics only. One normalizable harmonic form was constructed for U(N) single
instantons [48], which was interpreted as the first KK mode of the decoupled center-of-
mass tensor multiplet. In the Coulomb phase with unbroken U(1)N symmetry, our index
gives N neutral instanton bound states at all k. This is because there are N non-interacting
6d tensor multiplets at low energy if we separate N M5-branes. This result at k = 1 was
also computed in [44].
4 Degeneracy of self-dual strings from instantons
In this section, we study a class of charged instanton bound states in the Coulomb phase.
As charged instantons are all mutually BPS, the long-range interactions vanish. This
implies that I(q, µI , γ1, γ2, γR) is given in terms of the single particle index zsp(q, µI , γ) as
I(q, µI , γ) = exp
[ ∞∑
n=1
1
n
zsp(q
n, nµI , nγ)
]
, (4.1)
As zsp is an index for the single particle states, it will contain a factor which comes from
one set of position zero modes, taking the form of
Icom =
(fermion zero modes)
sin γ1+γR2 sin
γ1−γR
2
. (4.2)
Among other things, the appearance of a factor Icom in zsp dictates the small γ1 and γR
behavior of the function zsp, namely it diverges as
1
(γ1+γR)(γ1−γR) ∼
1
ǫ1ǫ2
. This pattern
of divergence is indeed well-known. In the context of Nekrasov’s partition function, it is
known that ǫ1, ǫ2 → 0 limit of the partition function takes the form [20]
lim
ǫ1,ǫ2→0
Zinst(q, aI , ǫ1, ǫ2,m) = exp
[
1
ǫ1ǫ2
Finst(q, aI ,m)
]
, (4.3)
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where Finst is the instanton part of the prepotential. The general form of zsp is quite
complicated. For SU(2) pure N =2 Yang-Mills theory in 5 dimensions, [46] used their ‘trace
identities’ in topological vertex formulation to rewrite the instanton partition function into
an infinite product form which clearly shows zsp. As far as we can see, their technique
is not applicable even to the SU(2) N = 2∗ theory, due to the different topology of the
toric diagrams for the two theories. We therefore rely on numerical series expansions in
powers of q, and also apply various tricks to simplify the expressions. Some of these series
expansions can be faithfully replaced by exact expressions of q and compared to the physics
of self-dual strings.
Firstly, we are not interested in the single particle index Icom of freely moving particles,
carrying no information on dynamics. In many cases, we take ǫ1 = −ǫ2 ≡ ~ and the ~→ 0
limit. Factoring out the Icom ≈ − sinh2m~2 factor from zsp, the limit ~ → 0 will erase the
spin information of the states in the remaining pieces, leading to simplifications of many
expressions below. On the other hand, nonzero chemical potential γ2 prevents complete
cancelation between bosonic/fermionic contributions. Taking γ2=0 (at the point γR = 0,
or equivalently ǫ1 = −ǫ2) makes both Icom and the remainder trivial. However, one finds
from the general expression of I that taking 2m = iγ2 = iπ changes all the −1 signs in
the fermionic degeneracies to +1 via eiγ2 = −1, providing an expression which looks like
a partition function. To see why this happens, recall from the instanton mechanics that
all bosonic and fermionic degrees carry integral and half-integral J2L, respectively, apart
from ϕm which carries ±12 . Had the last mode contributed nontrivially, one could not have
the property (−1)F e2iγ2J2L = +1 which makes our index look like a partition function.
However, one can easily see that the determinant over ϕm modes in all saddle points
should cancel with other fermionic determinants. This is because ϕm expectation value is
zero at all saddle points, making the quadratic fluctuation term of this field to behave like
x¯x(δϕ)2 ∼ ζ(δϕ)2. Therefore, the determinant for ϕm would carry a dependence on the FI
parameter ζ, which should cancel out in the final expression of the index.
From now on, in most cases we shall study the single particle index after taking
γ1 = 0 and γ2 = π, factoring out the divergent Icom and concentrating on the ‘internal’
contributions.
4.1 SU(2) self-dual strings
For the U(2) theory, one obtains (after eliminating Icom)
zsp
∣∣∣
γ1=0,γ2=pi
= 2q
(1 + x)2
(1− x)2 + 2q
2
(1 + x)2
(
1 + 12x+ 14x2 + 12x3 + x4
)
(1− x)6
+ 2q3
1 + 72x+ 828x2 + 4138x3 + 12758x4 + 27056x5 + 41709x6 + 48060x7 + · · ·+ x14
(1− x)8(1− x3)2
+ 2q4
1+262x+6755x2+57708x3+254801x4+694298x5+1242699x6+1503976x7+· · ·+x14
(1− x)14
+
2q5
(1−x)16(1−x5)2
(
1+840x+49064x2+902680x3+8303100x4+47355570x5+187537864x6
+553053672x7+1278050838x8+2411818864x9+3843375177x10+5298097024x11
+6403142196x12+6818459180x13+· · ·+x26)+ · · ·
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where µ ≡ µ1−µ2 > 0 and x ≡ e−µ < 1. The omitted terms in the numerators can
be restored from the fact that the coefficients are symmetric around the middle terms, as
manifestly shown up to O(q2) on the first line.
At each order in q, the terms at O(x0) have coefficient 2, as explained in the previous
section. At O(x1), one will obtain the degeneracy for an M2 self-dual string stretched
between two M5-branes. Collecting the coefficient of x1, one obtains
zsp → 8q + 40q2 + 160q3 + 552q4 + 1712q5 + 4896q6 + 13120q7 + 33320q8
+80872q9 + 188784q10 + · · · . (4.4)
In our analysis from instanton quantum mechanics, we can only probe BPS states with
nonzero instanton numbers. However, since we know that there should be a single W-boson
supermultiplet for SU(2) at q0, we add it by hand and obtain
zsp = 1 + 8q + 40q
2 + 160q3 + 552q4 + 1712q5 + 4896q6 + 13120q7 + 33320q8
+80872q9 + 188784q10 + · · · . (4.5)
One finds that this series can be written as
Icom · zsp = Icom
∞∏
n=1
(1 + qn)4
(1− qn)4 . (4.6)
Restoring all chemical potentials, we find a more refined expression:(
sin γR+γ22 sin
γR−γ2
2
sin γ1+γR2 sin
γ1−γR
2
)
(4.7)
×
∞∏
n=1
(1− qnei(γ2+γR))(1− qnei(γ2−γR))(1− qnei(−γ2+γR))(1− qnei(−γ2−γR))
(1− qnei(γ1+γR))(1− qnei(γ1−γR))(1− qnei(−γ1+γR))(1− qnei(−γ1−γR)) .
One can understand this partition function from S-dual monopole strings after compact-
ifying the 5d theory on an extra circle [7, 8, 19]. The S-dual SU(2) monopole string is
described by a free 1+1 dimensional QFT, as its moduli space R3 × S1 is flat, with four
bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom. With zero momentum and winding along the
above circle in the target space, the compact boson can be regarded as being non-compact
so that we effectively get R4 as the moduli space. This also coincides with the transverse
space of a self-dual string along the M5-branes. SO(4)1 symmetry emerges in this case.
The partition function for the four bosons and four fermions yields (4.6). To understand
the spin contents in (4.7), it suffices to understand the new center-of-mass factor
Icom =
sin γR+γ22 sin
γR−γ2
2
sin γ1+γR2 sin
γ1−γR
2
(4.8)
as the remaining infinite product is obtained by giving nonzero momenta to these zero
modes. The bosonic zero modes simply yield sin−2 γ1+γR2 sin
−2 γ1−γR
2 as before. To un-
derstand the fermion zero modes, we consider the broken supersymmetry of a magnetic
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monopole, or more precisely its S-dual W-boson, as that should be what we add as ‘1’
in (4.5). Using 10 dimensional spinors for the 16 supersymmetry, the 12 -BPS condition for
the W-boson stretched in ϕ5 direction is given by a Γ
05 projector, where 5 denotes the
internal direction along the scalar. In the 5d symplectic-Majorana spinor notation that we
have been using, Γ05 acting on a 10d chiral spinor turns out to be γ0⊗γ5. So the W-boson
preserves left-left or right-right spinors Qaα, Q¯
a˙
α˙ in the two SO(4)1 × SO(4)2 factors. The
broken supercharges Q¯aα˙, Q
a˙
α generate the following factors of the index in Icom:
sin
γR + γ2
2
sin
γR − γ2
2
sin
γ1 + γR
2
sin
γ1 − γR
2
. (4.9)
The first two sin’s come from Q¯aα˙, and the last two factors come from Q
a˙
α. Combining this
with the above bosonic contribution, one obtains (4.8), which further explains (4.7). This
is also another concrete example in which instantons provide the required KK tower of
states along the M-theory circle.
At xn order, one obtains the degeneracy for n identical SU(2) strings with nonzero
momenta. From the above formula, one finds
x2 : 0 + 16q + 288q2 + 2880q3 + 21056q4 + 125280q5 + · · · = q d
dq
[ ∞∏
n=1
(1 + qn)8
(1− qn)8
]
x3 : 0 + 24q + 1272q2 + 26952q3 + 360696q4 + 3605520q5 + · · ·
x4 : 0 + 32q + 4160q2 + 169600q3 + 3842176q4 + 60216000q5 + · · ·
x5 : 0 + 40q + 11080q2 + 809760q3 + 29471560q4 + 692554440q5 + · · · (4.10)
and so on. We have added 0’s at O(q0) orders as we know that SU(2) magnetic monopole
strings with many units of charges do not form any threshold bound states. This is well-
known from the dyon spectrum of 4d N =4 Yang-Mills theory [49]. Curiously, our formula
predicts that there are threshold bound states once we turn on nonzero momenta on the
worldsheet. It would be interesting to understand this phenomenon. One may start from
the 1+1 dimensional sigma model with (4, 4) supersymmetry, with the target space being
the moduli space of SU(2) multi-monopoles. For instance, the relative moduli space for two
monopoles is the Atiyah-Hitchin space. One can calculate the index of this 2d theory. One
would expect a contribution from 2-particle states. Subtracting this 2-particle contribution,
it should be possible to see if the above O(x2) expression of (4.10) is obtained. We leave
it as a future work.
4.2 SU(N) self-dual strings
One can also consider the charged bound states for larger gauge group, U(N). There
appear many kinds of bound states, among which we only study a special kind of states
for simplicity.
N2 microscopic degrees of freedom in Yang-Mills theory leave their remnant in the
Coulomb phase as N(N−1)2 ∼ N2 massive W-bosons (plus super-partners). These degrees
are all visible perturbatively. In 4d N =4 theory, which is S-duality invariant, it will also
be helpful to remind ourselves how the corresponding degrees for monopoles emerge. From
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the classical magnetic monopole solutions, only N −1 ‘fundamental monopoles’ are visible,
whose charges are labeled by chemical potentials e−(µ1−µ2), e−(µ2−µ3), · · · , e−(µN−1−µN )
in the dual gauge group U(N). These may be viewed as D1-branes stretched between
adjacent D3-branes in the Coulomb phase. The way N(N−1)2 monopole states emerge is by
having unique threshold bound states of the distinct fundamental monopoles, admitting
states weighted by e−(µi−µj) with general µi > µj . This was shown for SU(3) [30], and the
general form of the conjectured bound state wave-function for SU(N) was studied in [31].
It may also be interesting to consider self-dual strings compactified on a circle, or
the related magnetic monopole strings in 5d Yang-Mills theory on a circle which are S-
dual to our F1-D0 system. With zero momentum, one again expects there to be N(N−1)2
states from low dimensional physics. It would be interesting to see what happens to the
degeneracy of these objects with nonzero momentum, and most interestingly with large
enough momentum with which some remnants of 6d physics could be visible. So in the
remaining part of this section, we restrict our interest to the bound states formed by one
of N(N−1)2 possible self-dual strings with many units of momenta.
Without losing generality, let us only consider the string or W-boson connecting the
first and N ’th D4-brane in the U(N) theory. To generalize to the W-boson stretched
between i’th and j’th D4-branes, it just suffices to replace N in the results below by
j−i+1, as the D4-branes outside the stretch of the string do not play any role. For U(3),
the W-boson connecting the first and third D4-brane comes with the chemical potential
factor e−(µ1−µ3). We first obtain the single particle partition function from the 5d N =2∗
partition function, and then for simplicity set γ1 = 0, γ2 = iπ, factoring out the divergent
Icom part. Finally reading off the coefficient of e
−(µ1−µ3), one obtains
zU(3)sp = 1 + 24q + 264q
2 + 2016q3 + 12264q4 + 63504q5 + 290976q6 · · · (4.11)
=
∞∏
n=1
(
1 + qn
1− qn
)4
×
(
1 + 16q + 96q2 + 448q3 + 1728q4 + 5856q5 + 18048q6 + · · ·
)
.
Doing a similar procedure for U(4) single W-boson at e−(µ1−µ4), one obtains
zU(4)sp = 1 + 40q + 744q
2 + 8992q3 + 82344q4 + · · · (4.12)
=
∞∏
n=1
(
1 + qn
1− qn
)4
×
(
1 + 32q + 448q2 + 3968q3 + 27008q4 + · · ·
)
.
The index for U(5) single W-boson at e−(µ1−µ5) is
zU(5)sp = 1 + 56q + 1480q
2 + 25184q3 + 317288q4 ++ · · · (4.13)
=
∞∏
n=1
(
1 + qn
1− qn
)4
×
(
1 + 48q + 1056q2 + 14656q3 + 149568q4 + · · ·
)
.
In these expressions, we have added 1 by hand at the beginning of the series on the
right hand sides. This is because there exists unique supermultiplet of these W-bosons
without instantons (or momentum), as explained above. We factored out the center-of-
mass fluctuation
∏∞
n=1
(1+qn)4
(1−qn)4 as this should exist for all self-dual strings fluctuating in
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the transverse space R4. Then one finds that the remaining U(4) and U(5) contributions
satisfy
1 + 32q + 448q2 + 3968q3 + 27008q4 + · · ·= (1 + 16q + 96q2 + 448q3 + 1728q4 + · · · )2
1 + 48q + 1056q2 + 14656q3 + 149568q4 + · · ·= (1 + 16q + 96q2 + 448q3 + 1728q4 + · · · )3 .
Namely, the remaining internal factor for U(N) is given by the N −2’th power of the
universal factor, which is the U(3) internal factor. One may view this as the index having
a single universal factor whenever the fundamental string crosses a D4-brane.
Now let us turn to the universal factor
z0 = 1 + 16q + 96q
2 + 448q3 + 1728q4 + 5856q5 + 18048q6 + · · · . (4.14)
Quite remarkably, one can show that this series can be written as
z0 =
∮
dz
2πiz
exp
[ ∞∑
n=1
1
n
(
fB(q
n) + (−1)n−1fF (qn)
)(
zn +
1
zn
)]
, (4.15)
where the bosonic and fermionic ‘letter partition functions’ fB(q), fF (q) are given by
fB(q) = fF (q) =
2q1/2
1− q = 2q
1/2 + 2q3/2 + 2q5/2 + · · · . (4.16)
This expression implies that the series (4.14) can be regarded as coming from 2 bosonic
and 2 fermionic 2d degrees carrying instanton charge 12 and extra degeneracy labeled by
z±, with 11−q coming from the standard infinite tower of modes on a circle. z is a phase,
which is the chemical potential for an ‘emergent’ U(1) gauge symmetry. The integral over
z is to project to the gauge singlets. The factor z and 1z are for the fundamental and
anti-fundamental modes of U(1), respectively.
So one finds that the partition function for the ‘longest’ SU(N) self-dual string has the
following closed form
zU(N)sp =
∞∏
n=1
(
1 + qn
1− qn
)4
×

∮ dz
2πiz
∞∏
n=1
(
(1 + q
2n−1
2 z)(1 + q
2n−1
2 z−1)
(1− q 2n−12 z)(1− q 2n−12 z−1)
)2
N−2
. (4.17)
We think this expression is interesting in the following sense. Firstly, in the sector with zero
momentum, we know that there are N(N−1)2 BPS W-boson states, which can be regarded
as a remnant of the fact that Yang-Mills theory in the unbroken phase has N2 degrees
of freedom. Now once we start to put the momentum on the worldsheet, there turn
out to be more ‘worldsheet degrees’ which can carry it. Namely, consider a self-dual
string connecting i’th and j’th D4-branes (with i < j). Its partition function is obtained
from (4.17) by replacing N by j−i+1. The 4 bosonic/fermionic degrees in the first factor
of (4.17) simply comes from the natural fluctuation of the 4 target space coordinates and
their superpartners on the worldsheet. The second factor implies a contribution from
4(j−i−1) extra bosonic/fermionic degrees of freedom on the worldsheet. These degrees are
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not themselves ‘physical’ in that they carry positive or negative ‘charges’ (with chemical
potential z) with respect to an emergent U(1)j−i−1 gauge symmetry. In the regime with
large momentum, or when q → 1−, the integral over z can be done using saddle point
approximation, which has a saddle point at z = 1. This implies that in the small wavelength
limit, one finds that 4 external plus 4(j−i−1) internal degrees of freedom are essentially
unconstrained, somewhat similar to what happens in the deconfined phase of gauge theories
at high temperature.
It would also be interesting to collect all such worldsheet degrees of freedom on N(N−1)2
different W-bosons. Firstly there would be high temperature degrees of freedom with
momentum coming from internal modes. These are obtained first by specifying the two
end points of the W-boson, and then choosing one of the points at which the open string
is intersecting with other D4-branes. At each intersection, 4 bosonic and fermionic degrees
can carry momentum. The number of possible intersections of NC2 different W-bosons and
D4-branes is NC3 =
N(N−1)(N−2)
6 . As a 2d fermion behaves like half a bosonic degree, one
finds
nintB = n
int
F = 4NC3 =
2
3
N(N − 1)(N − 2)
nint = nintB + n
int
F /2 = N(N − 1)(N − 2) . (4.18)
As for the ‘external’ degrees on the N(N−1)2 strings, coming from the circle dependent
fluctuations of the zero modes, one obtains
nextB = n
ext
F = 4NC2 = 2N(N − 1) → next = nextB + nextF /2 = 3N(N − 1) . (4.19)
Adding the two contributions, one obtains
n = nint + next = N(N2 − 1) , (4.20)
which happens to be the coefficient of the anomaly of AN−1 type (2, 0) theory [33]. Note
that, at an algebraic level, the contributions nint and next take the same forms as the two
types of contributions in the counting of 14 -BPS configurations of [34]. In the limit where
only one of the 5 scalar fields takes nonzero expectation value, the 1/4 BPS junctions get
degenerated to 1/2 BPS monopole strings while the junction point could move with the
speed of light. The precise relation between the picture we find here and [34] remains to
be clarified.
It might be worthwhile to emphasize a role of the ‘emergent’ U(1) singlet conditions
in (4.17). The ‘letters,’ or the worldsheet degrees implied by (4.16) all come with half-
integral units of momenta, which are physically forbidden. These letters also come with
nonzero charges under the emergent U(1)’s. After imposing the singlet conditions, one only
acquires contributions from even numbers of excitations of these letters, having integral
momenta. In this way, one may feel inclined to call these letters as ‘partons’ of momentum
on the self-dual strings. In the sense that hidden gauge symmetries demand the partons
to combine, they are somewhat similar to the partons of 2+1 dimensional CPN instantons
discussed in [50].
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It is natural, although a bit speculative, to interpret these U(1)’s as gauge symmetries
of the M5-brane (or D4-brane) with which the self-dual strings intersect. This viewpoint
is natural if we view the self-dual strings as marginal bound states of ‘fundamental’ self-
dual strings connecting adjacent M5-branes: this viewpoint is in particular relevant if we
consider magnetic monopole strings. The U(1) singlet condition appears simply because
the corresponding M5-brane is not an endpoint of the M2-brane self-dual string, so that a
nonzerero U(1) charge is forbidden.
It will be interesting to see if these letter indices indeed originate from physical degrees
of freedom in certain 1+1 dimensional model, derivable from string theory or a theory of
magnetic monopoles. There are many brane realizations of such self-dual string systems.
One can reduce the M2-M5 brane system to the intersecting D2-NS5 brane system or
D2-D4 system. The latter is a conventional D-brane realization of magnetic monopole
strings. The former would yield U(1)N−1 theory on N−1 segments of D2-branes with bi-
fundamental matters, similar to the Hanany-Witten system [51]. The latter would yield
fundamental matters from the D2-D4 strings. These models can flow in the IR to nontrivial
2d CFT’s. In the literature, there have been discussions on the possible fixed points [52].
When the classical QFT has Coulomb and Higgs branches of moduli space (although their
meanings become subtle in 2d [52]), it has been argued that there are two CFT’s described
by sigma models which have Coulomb or Higgs branch as the target space. When there
are no classical Higgs branch, there could be a ‘quantum Higgs branch’ [52] which could
be understood as a theory on the threshold bound state of branes under consideration.
One can also ask if the above 2N(N
2−1)
3 bosonic/fermionic degrees would still be the
relevant basic constituents for other types of charged instanton bound states, with appro-
priate singlet conditions. There are many types of bound states having various electric
charges, in which many W-bosons bind together by turning on nonzero momentum. The
simplest examples of this sort were presented in the previous subsection in the SU(2) the-
ory. We have not fully classified these bound states and studied them yet, which we hope
to do in the near future. From the viewpoint of the D2-D4 monopole strings, one can
study the index of 2d QFT for SU(3) distinct monopoles, whose relative moduli space is
a Taub-NUT space. Similar to what we suggested for identical SU(2) monopoles, one can
subtract the known 2-particle index from this index and see if the structures explored in
this subsection emerges.
Finally, we point out that it will be interesting to seek for the connection between
the new worldsheet degrees that we found and the self-dual string anomaly, which was
indirectly calculated from the anomaly inflow method [17] based on earlier works [53, 54].
More concretely, [17] considered various anomalies of self-dual strings when G = SU(N) is
broken to H × U(1) subgroup, namely, when one or more M5-branes are separated. The
anomaly contributions come from the M2-brane self-dual strings which have one ends on
the M5-brane whose gauge symmetry is the above U(1). The coefficient of this anomaly is
given by [53, 54]
nW ≡ |G| − |H| − 1 ∈ 2Z , (4.21)
where | | is the dimension of a group. The case with H = SU(N−1) is having only one M5-
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brane separated. For the maximally broken phase withH = U(1)N−2, (4.21) is simply N2−
N . This should come from (fermionic) 2d degrees of freedom living on the self-dual strings
which carry nonzero U(1) charge of the separated out M5-brane. As we only find N−1 self-
dual strings connecting this M5-brane and other M5-branes, one might wonder how to have
N2−N worldsheet degrees to account for this anomaly. As we have found new momentum-
carrying degrees whose number grows as the intersections of M2-M5 increase, we find that
our degrees could naturally yield the desired N2 degrees of freedom. Further studies on
self-dual or monopole strings could provide a more concrete support of this observation.
5 The instanton index in the symmetric phase
Reviewing the derivation of our index in section 2 and appendices A, B, one finds that
setting the U(N) VEV v to zero does not change the calculation at all. Note that the
U(N) symmetry is unbroken for v = 0. We can still introduce nonzero chemical potentials
µ1, µ2, · · · , µN for U(1)N ⊂ U(N) Cartans of this unbroken symmetry, and further take
all of them to assume different values. The path integral for the index is still perfectly
localized, without having any dangerous non-compact zero modes. This is actually the
Omega deformation for the unbroken U(N) symmetry, similar to (ǫ1, ǫ2) for the spatial
SO(4) symmetry. So one can ask if our result can be used to learn something about the
symmetric phase of the (2, 0) theory on a circle.
An important aspect of the chemical potentials µi in the Coulomb phase was that
they were ordered in the same order as the nonzero VEV vi: namely µ1 > µ2 > · · · > µN
comes from v1 > v2 > · · · > vN by requiring that the index acquires damping factors from
states with allowed electric charges. So we expand all the sinh
(
µi−µj+···
2
)
factors in the
denominator of our index in positive power series of e−(µi−µj) < 1 with i < j. Since the
non-Abelian electric charges can come with arbitrary signs as they do not appear in the
BPS mass with zero VEV, we should not expand the index this way. A good analogy comes
from how we understood the center of mass index Icom =
sin
γ1+γ2
2
sin
γ1−γ2
2
sin
γ1+γR
2
sin
γ1−γR
2
in section 2 in
a way symmetric in the sign flips of γ1, γR, as the spectrum is SO(4) symmetric. Trying to
expand the ‘sin’ factors in the denominator in this democratic way, we have seen that the
resulting series diverges. This exactly reflects the infinitely many wave-functions depending
on center of mass coordinates unsuppressed by the spin chemical potentials. We could
however separate out these Icom factors and classify various terms in the index by particle
numbers, extracting out the essential information on threshold bound states of various
sorts in sections 3 and 4. Now to ‘democratically’ expand the expression in the chemical
potentials for the non-Abelian electric charge, we define µi = iαi. First of all, it is not
obvious in general how to expand various contributions from different saddle points in a
way the spectrum is invariant under various sign flips of all charges. To simplify the story, if
we turn off γR = 0 and expand the resulting expression, we encounter a similar divergence.
For instance, let us consider the SU(2) single instanton index
IN=2,k=1 = 2Icom
sin α1−α2+γ22 sin
α1−α2−γ2
2
sin2 α1−α22
, (5.1)
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where the factor 2 comes from two saddle points. An attempt to expand this in ei(α1−α2)
with α1 ↔ α2 invariance yields a divergence like Icom.
Unlike the case with Omega background γ1, γR, we do not have a physical understand-
ing of these divergences. Perhaps a parton-like interpretation of the instantons could tell
us how to correctly treat this quantity and extract out useful information. This is because,
as suggested in [50], the non-compactness of the internal moduli space from instanton
sizes (causing our divergence) could be implying some multi-particle nature of instantons
from partonic constituents. From our viewpoint, the divergence apparently comes from
instantons having many possible states with same non-Abelian electric charges. Carefully
defining an observable free of possible infrared divergences could help cure this problem.
In the remaining part of this section, we turn to another interpretation of our index in
the symmetric phase. The D0-D4 quantum mechanics discussed in section 2 has variables
(φ, ϕm) which probe the Coulomb branch. At low energy, they can be integrated out to
yield a sigma model on the instanton moduli space. This model was studied in [4, 5] to
understand the (2, 0) theory compactified on a circle, or more precisely the DLCQ (2, 0)
theory compactified on a null circle. This sigma model has a non-relativistic superconformal
symmetry. From the 6 dimensional perspective, this is the subgroup of the OSp(6, 2|4)
superconformal symmetry of the (2,0) theory which commutes with the momentum P− on
a null circle [4, 5].
Let us first consider the conformal symmetry. The relativistic conformal algebra
SO(6, 2) has generators MAB, A,B = 0, 1, 2, · · · , 6, 7, with timelike directions 0, 7. Apart
from the SO(5, 1) Lorentz generators Mµν with µ, ν = 0, 1, · · · , 5, the generators
Pµ =M6µ +M7µ , Kµ = −M6µ +M7µ , ∆ =M67 (5.2)
are translation, special conformal transformation, dilatation. Introducing the light-cone
coordinates x± = x0 ± x5, the non-relativistic conformal algebra is given by a subgroup
which commutes with P− =M6− +M7−:
H ∼ P+ , Pi , Mij , Gi ∼M−i , K ∼ K− , D = ∆−M05 . (5.3)
D is the non-relativistic dilatation generator. In particular, from an SL(2,R) subgroup
[D,H] = −2iH , [D,K] = 2iK , [K,H] = −iD , (5.4)
we can form another combination
L0 = aH + a
−1K , L±1 =
1
2
(aH − a−1K ∓ iD) (5.5)
which satisfy
[L0, L±1] = ±2L±1 , [L+1, L−1] = −L0 . (5.6)
The spectrum of H in conformal quantum mechanics is continuous, while that of L0 is
discrete due to a harmonic potential coming from K on the target space. We take a = 1
from now on. In a conformal theory with SL(2,R) subgroup, one can use L0 as the
Hamiltonian to study its discrete spectrum.
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As explained in [55], local eigen-operators of the dilatation operator D can be mapped
to the eigenstates of L0. The arguments there apply mainly to field theories, in which the
vacuum is annihilated by K. For a mechanical system, the arguments there can be slightly
refined as follows. Under a similarity transformation given byM = eH/2e−K , one can show
that
M−1(iD)M = H +K . (5.7)
So the eigen-operators of iD maps via M to eigenstates of L0. The last operator with
positive eigenvalue can be used to create states in our mechanical model. As a simple
example to cross-check, one can consider a free particle with H = p
2
2 , K =
x2
2 , D = −xp+px2 .
The variable x has dimension −1 under dilatation: [iD, x] = −x. By conjugating x with
M , one obtains
M−1xM = eK
(
e−p
2/4xep
2/4
)
e−K = ex
2/2 (x+ ip/2) e−x
2/2 =
x+ ip
2
= a/
√
2 , (5.8)
where a = x+ip√
2
is the annihilation operator which has charge −1 under the harmonic
oscillator Hamiltonian L0 =
p2+x2
2 . One can also show M
−1pM =
√
2ia†. Acting a† with
positive eigenvalue +1 on the ground state creates the eigenstates of L0.
The supersymmetric extension of this conformal symmetry is obtained by reducing
OSp(6, 2|4) to a subgroup which commutes with P−. The 32 supercharges are grouped by
their eigenvalues of Γ67 (dilatation), whose sign determines whether the supercharges are
Q or S. Both Q and S are again classified by their eigenvalues of Γ05, as [Pµ, S] ∼ (Γµ)Q
should vanish for µ = − which depends on the eigenvalue of Γ05. Picking Q to have +,+
and S to have −,− eigenvalue [5], we obtain 8 pairs of Q,S type supercharges commuting
with P−, apart from 8 more Q’s which also commute with P− . Some of their algebra is
given by
2i{Q¯a˙α˙, S¯β˙b˙ } = iD − 4δ
β˙
α˙(J2R)
a˙
b˙
− 2δa˙
b˙
(J1R)
β˙
α˙ . (5.9)
We used the fact that a chiral SO(6, 2) spinor with a Γ05Γ67 projection reduces to a chiral
SO(4) spinor on 1234, which we choose to be anti-chiral (doublet in SU(2)1R). We pay
attention only to the supercharges charged under SU(2)2R, which contain the supercharges
preserved by our path integral. The above coefficients of R-charges can be easily fixed by,
say, demanding it reproduce the known BPS bound for relativistic OSp(6, 2|4) [56]. Picking
either of Q = Q¯∓˙±˙, as we did in our index, we find that the BPS bound for operators with
positive dimensions is given by
2i{Q,S} = iD ∓ (4J2R + 2J1R) → iD ≥ ±(4J2R + 2J1R) . (5.10)
The supercharge itself saturates this bound by having D = 1, J2R = ±12 , J1R = ∓12 . The
charge JR = J1R + J2R commutes with both Q¯
∓˙±˙. From
[K,Q] = −iS , [H,S] = iQ , (5.11)
one finds that the supercharges under M conjugation become
M−1QM = Q− iS ≡ Qˆ , M−1SM = −i/2(Q+ iS) = − i
2
Sˆ . (5.12)
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The superalgebra becomes
{Qˆ, Sˆ} = L0 ∓ (4J2R + 2J1R) . (5.13)
Thus, operators which diagonalize iD and preserve Q,S map to eigenstates of L0 which
preserve Qˆ, Sˆ.
Now consider the following ‘superconformal index’
ISC = Tr
[
(−1)F e−β{Qˆ,Sˆ}e−2iγRJRe−2iγ1J1L−2iγ2J2Le−iαiΠi
]
. (5.14)
The charges JR, J1L, J2L,Πi commute with Qˆ, Sˆ. The imaginary time evolution with period
β is provided by the new Hamiltonian H +K, where K simply adds a harmonic potential
on the instanton moduli space. Integrating out the momentum variables in the path in-
tegral representation, like what we did in section 2.2, one obtains a Euclidean Lagrangian
with extra harmonic potential with order 1 coefficient, and time derivatives twisted by
JR, J1L, J2L,Πi with coefficients
γR
β ,
γ1
β ,
γ2
β ,
αi
β and also by 2J1R + 4J2R with an order
1 coefficient. In the limit the regulator β is taken to zero, one finds that the extra har-
monic potential and the 2J1R + 4J2R twisting become subleading compared to the terms
proportional to other chemical potentials or those having time derivatives with ddt ∼ 1β .6
The path integral in this limit simply reduces to our previous path integral in section 2.2.
So our index admits another interpretation in the symmetric phase, as counting operators
saturating the superconformal BPS bound.
The fact that many terms in the previous paragraph become subleading in the β → 0
limit requires a careful interpretation of the resulting index. Depending on whether we
demand L0 = ±(2J1R + 4J2R) as our superconformal BPS bound, the resulting JR =
J1R + J2R is either non-negative or non-positive. However, our index in section 2.2 can be
expanded in two ways. It can either be expanded in a Taylor series of e−iγR or eiγR . These
two possible expansions naturally incorporate the two possibile BPS bounds, with positive
JR for BPS operators or negative JR for anti-BPS operators.
In this superconformal index interpretation, the nonzero chemical potential γR ∼ ǫ1+ǫ22
plays the most important role. This is in curious contrast with the fact that in many cases,
instanton calculus has been most conveniently discussed in the ‘self-dual’ Omega back-
ground with ǫ1 = −ǫ2. In particular, with nonzero γR, one finds that the singularities
that one encounters at µi = µj for SU(N) all disappears. Namely, considering all exam-
ples (2.45), (2.51), (2.52), the singularities exist for each saddle point but completely cancel
when we sum over various contributions from different saddle points. This is consistent
with the fact that e−iγR is sufficient to guarantee convergence in the trace over infinitely
many states in (5.14).
6This argument works since the path integral with nonzero chemical potentials does not have zero modes
even before adding K to the Hamiltonian. Dimension of β may look unclear at this point, but this is simply
because we have set a dimensionful constant a in (5.5) to 1.
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The index (2.53) actually has a contour integral representation, as first presented for
4d N = 2∗ theory in [20]. The 5 dimensional version of this formula is given by
Ik ∼ 1
k!
∮ k∏
I=1
(
dφI
N∏
i=1
sinh(φI − ai +m) sinh(φI − ai −m)
sinh
(
φI − ai − ǫ2
)
sinh
(
φI − ai + ǫ2
)
)∏
I 6=J
sinhφIJ (5.15)
×
∏
I,J
sinh(φIJ − ǫ)
sinh(φIJ − ǫ1) sinh(φIJ − ǫ2) ·
sinh
(
φIJ +m+
ǫ1−ǫ2
2
)
sinh
(
φIJ +m− ǫ1−ǫ22
)
sinh
(
φIJ +m− ǫ2
)
sinh
(
φIJ +m+
ǫ
2
) .
where ǫ = 2ǫR = ǫ1+ ǫ2. It is convenient to define zI = e
2φI , and consider the prescription
for the poles to keep. There are many poles from the denominator, and also from dφI ∼ dzIzI
at the origins. To present the relevant poles, we take ǫ to be large and positive, which makes
a good sense in the context of superconformal index as e−iγR = e−ǫ is the main convergence
parameter. If one only keeps the residues coming from the poles of sinh(φI − ai − ǫ2),
sinh(φI −ai+ ǫ2) on the first line and sinh(φIJ − ǫ1), sinh(φIJ − ǫ2) on the second line, and
also restrict to the poles which appear inside the unit circle on the zI planes (satisfying
|zI | < 1) with ǫ ≫ 0, then one obtains (2.53). Note that there are many poles inside the
unit circle |zI | = 1 apart from the above ones, so the integral above cannot be regarded as
an integral over −iφI/2 angle variables on the unit circles of zI . Although this prescription
about poles is a well-developed fact, we checked that it reproduces (2.53) for (k = 1, N ≤ 4),
(k = 2, N = 1, 2), (k = 3, N = 1, 2).
One may try to understand the above formula by the following attempt to directly
count the BPS states in the instanton sigma model, generalizing [57]. In this sigma model,
we only consider operators made of the fields am, qα˙, λ
i
α, ψ
i, while the fields φ, ϕm, λ¯iα˙ are
auxiliary. From the supersymmetry transformations (2.13), (2.14), (2.15), we construct
operators which are in the cohomology of, say, Q = Q¯+˙−˙. The cohomologies made only of
bosonic variables are easy to understand, and have been studied in [57]. Q-closed variables
saturating the BPS bound D = −(2J1R + 4J2R) are aα+˙, q+˙ and q¯−˙, having dimension
−1. One may use B1, B2 ∼ a1+ ia2, a3− ia4 defined in appendix A to represent aα+˙. Any
U(k) gauge invariant operators made of these ‘BPS letters’ are Q-closed. Among them,
we should mod out Q-exact operators to count the elements of Q-cohomology. The only
bosonic Q-exact expression comes from the second line of (2.14), which is
Qλ¯−˙α˙ ∼ D−˙α˙ ∼ D+˙α˙ . (5.16)
The real ADHM expression D+˙−˙ ∼ [B1, B†1] + [B2, B†2] + · · · contains both BPS and non-
BPS letters and are thus irrelevant. The complex ADHM expressionD+˙+˙ ∼ [B1, B2]+q¯−˙q+˙
contains BPS letters only and should be modded out. The partition function for the two
bosonic oscillators B1, B2 in U(k) adjoint is given by the denominator of the first factor on
the second line of (5.15). The partition function for the BPS letters in U(k) fundamental
is the denominator of the first line. The numerator of the first factor on the second line is
for the ADHM constraint, while the integral of zI over unit circles with the Haar measure
(given by the last factor on the first line) projects to U(k) singlets. This leads to the
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integrand
1
sinh
(
φI − ai − ǫ2
)
sinh
(
φI − ai + ǫ2
) ·∏
I,J
sinhφIJ sinh(φIJ − ǫ)
sinh(φIJ − ǫ1) sinh(φIJ − ǫ2) , (5.17)
which is that for the bosonic cohomology formula in [57]. Although the remaining factors
of (5.15) seem to quite naturally map to partition functions from fermionic BPS letters as
well as fermionic constraints which are superpartners of the ADHM constraint, a detailed
combinatoric understanding of (5.15) seems to be more challenging. Most importantly,
the complicated contour prescription explained after (5.15) is hard to understand from an
explicit counting at the moment. Perhaps a subtlety in imposing constraints [58, 59] should
be properly understood. It will be nice to have an elementary understanding of this pole
prescription from a combinatoric viewpoint.
As U(N) is also a gauge symmetry of the 5d and 6d theories, one would also have to
integrate over ai with an SU(N) Haar measure to extract the spectrum of gauge-invariant
operators.
In the remaining part of this section, we make some consistency checks and a prelimi-
nary study of this index. A more detailed analysis will be reported elsewhere.
Firstly, as consistency checks, one can compare our index with the counting of a class
of cohomologies in [5]. Also, one can compare the large N index (at low energies) with the
DLCQ supergraviton spectrum obtained from supergravity on AdS7×S4. For the latter, of
course the DLCQ is a small radius limit so that supergravity approximation is not reliable
in general. One may however hope that the spectrum is more robust in the BPS sector so
that a naive supergravity calculation could yield the correct result. In fact, we will explain
that our index agrees with the BPS spectrum of DLCQ gravity.
We start by considering the simplest case with N = 1. There we expect that the
spectrum can be all understood as the KK modes of the free 6d tensor multiplet. In
particular, at k = 1, [5] worked out a class of cohomology and found states in the vector
representation 5 of SO(5) which is in a singlet of SU(2)1L×SU(2)1R. They come with non-
relativistic dimension D = 2. Acting the broken 8 supercharges Qiα, one generates fermions
in (4,2,1) of SO(5) × SU(2)1L × SU(2)1R. Acting it once more, one obtains a tensor in
(1,3,1). Our index counts states preserving a specific supercharge Q saturating the bound
L0 ≥ 2J1R+4J2R. Decomposing states into representations of SU(2)2L×SU(2)2R and only
keeping those states saturating our bound, one obtains
scalar → (1,2) 1
2
, fermion → (2,1) 1
2
, tensor → none , (5.18)
where the entries denote (SU(2)1L, SU(2)2L)J2R representations and charges. Collecting
their contributions, and also multiplying the factors coming from derivatives on R4 for
descendants, one obtains the following contribution
(eiγ2 + e−iγ2)e−iγR − (eiγ1 + e−iγ1)e−iγR
(1− e−iγR+iγ1)(1− e−iγR−iγ1) = Icom(γ1, γ2, γR) (5.19)
to our index. Furthermore, at k > 1, all cohomologies found in [5] can be understood as
‘multi-particle’ excitations of those at k = 1. So from [5], one obtains the ‘single-particle’
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index
Icom
q
1− q = e
−iγR (e
iγ2 + e−iγ2 − eiγ1 − e−iγ1)
(1− e−iγR+iγ1)(1− e−iγR−iγ1)
q
1− q , (5.20)
which completely agrees with our U(1) instanton index.
We also study our index at general N at k = 1. After projecting to SU(N) singlets
only, one obtains (t ≡ e−iγR)
Ik=1 =
eiγ2 + e−iγ2 − eiγ1 − e−iγ1
(1− teiγ1)(1− te−iγ1)
[
t+
N−1∑
n=1
(einγ2 + e−inγ2)tn+1 − χN−2
2
(γ2)t
N+1
]
, (5.21)
which we checked till N ≤ 6.
χj(γ2) = e
2jiγ2 + e2(j−2)iγ2 + · · ·+ e−2jiγ2 = e
(2j+1)iγ2 − e−(2j+1)iγ2
eiγ2 − e−iγ2 (5.22)
is the SU(2)2L character for the spin j representation. This result contains and extends
the states counted in [5], as we explain now. The above result can be written as
Ik=1 =
eiγ2 + e−iγ2 − eiγ1 − e−iγ1
(1− teiγ1)(1− te−iγ1)
[
N−1∑
n=0
χn
2
(γ2)t
n+1 −
N−1∑
n=1
χn−1
2
(γ2)t
n+2
]
. (5.23)
At general N and k = 1, [5] obtained cohomologies which are in rank n symmetric repre-
sentations of SO(5) for n = 1, 2, · · · , N , with dimension D = 2n. By restricting to states
preserving our Q and acting the broken supersymmetry Qaα which commute with our Q,
in a similar manner as our analysis for N = 1 above, one obtains an index which accounts
for the first summation of (5.23). The states contributing to the second summation stay
beyond the class of states considered in [5], as they restricted to a particular subset of
primaries (in particular with J1R = 0).
However, one can easily see that the second contribution to (5.23) should also exist,
by studying the large N gravity dual index. The index (5.21) or (5.23) at N →∞ becomes
IN→∞,k=1 =
eiγ2 + e−iγ2 − eiγ1 − e−iγ1
(1− teiγ1)(1− te−iγ1)
t− t3
(1− teiγ2)(1− te−iγ2) . (5.24)
On the gravity side, one can start from the supergravity KK spectrum on AdS7 × S4 and
restrict to states saturating our non-relativistic BPS bound after DLCQ. One may start
from, say, table 3 of [56] which decomposes the supergravity spectrum on AdS7 × S4.
The energy ǫ0 there may be understood as the generator H = M07 = −P0+K02 , and the
compact generators Mmn for m,n = 1, 2, · · · , 6 of SO(6, 2) can be understood as SO(6) in
the table of [56]. By a standard similarity transformation, H and SO(6) generators map
to i∆ = iM67 ∈ SO(1, 1) ⊂ SO(6, 2) and SO(5, 1) generators. In particular, decomposing
the SO(6) generators into Mab for a, b = 1, 2, · · · , 5 and M6a, one can show that M6a maps
to iM0a boost generators. See, for instance, eq. (2.11) of [60]. So we take one of the SO(6)
Cartans in [56] and interpret it as M05 boost eigenvalue, and subtract it to ǫ0 there to
be identified with our non-relativistic dimension D. By collecting the fields in their table
which saturate our BPS bound, one obtains the Kaluza-Klein fields of table 2. Collecting
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D J1L J2L 2(J1R + J2R) boson/fermion
p ≥ 1 2p 0 p2 p b
p ≥ 1 2p+ 1 0 p−12 p+ 1 f
p ≥ 1 2p 12 p−12 p f
p ≥ 2 2p+ 1 12 p−22 p+ 1 b
p ≥ 2 2p 0 p−22 p b
p ≥ 3 2p+ 1 0 p−32 p+ 1 f
· 3 0 0 2 b (fermionic constraint)
Table 2. BPS fields of supergravity.
all, one obtains the following single particle index:
∞∑
p=1
tpχ p
2
(γ2)−
∞∑
p=1
(
tp+1 + tpχ 1
2
(γ1)
)
χ p−1
2
(γ2)
+
∞∑
p=2
(
tp+1χ 1
2
(γ1) + t
p
)
χ p−2
2
(γ2)−
∞∑
p=3
tp+1χ p−3
2
(γ2) + t
2
= (eiγ2 + e−iγ2 − eiγ1 − e−iγ1) t− t
3
(1− teiγ2)(1− te−iγ2) . (5.25)
After multiplying the derivative (or wavefunction) factor in R4, one obtains
Isp =
eiγ2 + e−iγ2 − eiγ1 − e−iγ1
(1− teiγ1)(1− te−iγ1)
t− t3
(1− teiγ2)(1− te−iγ2) . (5.26)
This is the single particle index for each instanton number (or DLCQ momentum) k. Thus
the full multi-particle index is obtained by multiplying q1−q to Isp and then taking the
Plethystic exponential. At O(q1), one obtains Isp which perfectly agrees with the instanton
index (5.24). At larger k, we should start from our instanton index in section 2, project
to SU(N) singlets, and then take Plethystic logarithm to be compared with (5.26) at each
O(qk). We numerically find that this works well at k = 2 till O(tN ), which we checked for
N = 2, 3, 4. This is all one can expect when comparing with large N gravity.
Our finite N index (5.23) is a simple generalization of the large N index by truncating
the supergravity spectrum at O(tN ).
Finally, we study our index in the pure bosonic sector. One can obtain this subsector
by either restricting to bosonic variables for constructing states, or more systematically by
taking the limit m → ∞, q → 0 keeping eNmq finite. This limit keeps states with largest
J2L spin for given k.
7 This sector seems to be discarding many states in the full theory:
for instance, at k = 1, all states that we obtained in (5.23) disappear except a single term
7From the viewpoint of N =2 partition function, this is simply the pure N =2 SYM limit.
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in the square parenthesis:
Ik=1 → e
Niγ2tN
(1− teiγ1)(1− te−iγ1) . (5.27)
This is also consistent with [57]. There, all states except one came in non-trivial
representations of SU(N) at k = 1, which we project out. We shall illustrate howeverer
that even in this simplified sector there appears a curious large N phase transition in the
‘6d limit’ k →∞.
In the bosonic sector, the contour prescription becomes very simple as we explained
above: one simply keeps all the poles inside the unit circles for the variables zI = e
2φI .
The index can thus be written as (t ≡ e−ǫ)
IN,k =
eNkmtNk
N !
∮ N∏
i=1
dαi
2π
∏
i<j
(
2 sin
αi − αj
2
)2 1
k!
∮ k∏
I=1
dβI
2π
∏
I<J
(
2 sin
βI − βJ
2
)2
(5.28)
×
∏
i,I
1
(1− tei(αi−βI))(1− tei(βI−αi))
∏
I,J
1− t2ei(βI−βJ )
(1− teiγ1ei(βI−βJ ))(1− te−iγ1ei(βI−βJ )) .
where ai = i
αi
2 , φI = i
βI
2 with 2π periodic angles αi, βI . The factor (e
mt)Nk is kept only
in the second viewpoint of this index explained in the previous paragraph. Apart from
the two Haar measures, the integrand on the second line can be written as the Plethystic
exponential
exp
[ ∞∑
n=1
1
n
f(tn, nγ1, nαi, nβI)
]
(5.29)
of a letter index f given by
f = t
∑
i,I
(
ei(αi−βI) + ei(βI−αi)
)
+
(
t(eiγ1 + e−iγ1)− t2)∑
i,j
ei(βI−βJ ) . (5.30)
We firstly consider the large k limit of this integral. A motivation for this could be that this
limit allows one to study the light-cone description of the uncompactified (2, 0) theory [5].
Introducing the βI eigenvalue density ρ(θ) ≥ 0 with θ ∼ θ + 2π, and Fourier expanding,
one can replace the integration over βI by that for the Fourier coefficients ρn of ρ(θ) given
by ρn =
1
k
∑k
I=1 e
inβI . The index becomes
IN,∞=
1
N !
∮ N∏
i=1
dαi
2π
∏
i<j
(
2 sin
αi − αj
2
)2∫ ∞∏
n=1
dρndρ−n exp
[
−
∞∑
n=1
1
n
(
k2ρnρ−n(1−tneinγ1)
× (1−tne−inγ1)− ktnρn
∑
i
e−inαi − ktnρ−n
∑
i
einαi
)]
. (5.31)
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Since the coefficients of |ρn|2 are all positive, ρn can be Gaussian-integrated around ρn = 0
at large k to yield
IN,∞ =
∞∏
n=1
1
(1− tneinγ1)(1− tne−inγ1) ·
1
N !
∮ N∏
i=1
dαi
2π
∏
i<j
(
2 sin
αi − αj
2
)2
× exp
[ ∞∑
n=1
1
n
N2t2nχnχ−n
(1− tneinγ1)(1− tne−inγ1)
]
, (5.32)
where we defined χn ≡ 1N
∑N
i=1 e
inαi . Now taking large N limit (after large k limit), the
αi integral can again be approximated as χn integral. Including the Haar measure, one
obtains the following index
∞∏
n=1
1
(1− tneinγ1)(1− tne−inγ1)
×
∫ N∏
i=1
dχndχ−n exp
[
−N2
∞∑
n=1
1
n
χnχ−n
(
1− t
2n
(1− tneinγ1)(1− tne−inγ1)
)]
. (5.33)
Now the Gaussian integral for χn can either have positive or negative coefficient, depending
on how close t is to 1. When any of the coefficients for certain n is negative, this implies a
large N phase transition in which χn assumes a nonzero saddle point value. At sufficiently
low t, all coefficients are positive and one obtains a large N index which is independent
of N . As we increase t, the first coefficient which approaches zero is that for n = 1. One
finds the phase transition ‘temperature’ tc to be
1− t
2
c
(1− tceiγ1)(1− tce−iγ1) = 0 → tc =
1
2 cos γ1
. (5.34)
Beyond this point, the ‘index entropy’ scales like N2. Note that this large N transition
happens only when we take the large k limit first. Of course, this is much smaller than
what one would expect for the true entropy of the (2, 0) theory, which should scale like N3.
Like the indices for 4 dimensional SCFT [61], this could be implying that the index
cannot see the true degeneracy due to boson-fermion cancelation. However, the situation is
more nontrivial here as we still get some sort of phase transition (even in a subsector which
discards many states), while the indices of [61] do not undergo any. It will be interesting
to see if the inclusion of all the fermionic degrees makes the phase structure more similar
to what we expect for the (2, 0) theory partition function, and in particular if we can see
the N3 scaling.
6 Discussions
In this paper, we calculated and studied an index for the BPS threshold bound states of
instantons and W-bosons. They can be regarded as BPS states of pure momentum or
self-dual strings with momentum on M5-branes. We explicitly showed that the instanton
sum provides the full Kaluza-Klein spectrum of the pure U(1) instantons and SU(2) single
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self-dual strings. We also disclosed interesting structures of the degeneracies of various
self-dual strings. Finally, we showed that our index can be calculated in the symmetric
phase and also provided an interpretation as the superconformal index of the instanton
sigma model.
There are immediate works that one can do to further clarify the physics of the self-
dual strings of various sorts that we discussed in this paper. Firstly, the bound states
of many SU(2) self-dual strings are predicted to exist with nonzero momentum. We can
make an alternative study of them from the moduli space dynamics of magnetic monopole
strings. The simplest case with two identical SU(2) monopole strings can be studied from
the 2d sigma model with (4, 4) supersymmetry with the target space given by
R
3 × S
1 ×M4
Z2
, (6.1)
whereM4 is the Atiyah-Hitchin space. Without momentum on the worldsheet, there are no
bound states of two monopoles unless provided with odd units of momentum (i.e. the elec-
tric charge) on S1 above [49]. Our findings suggest that there would be (threshold) bound
states without electric charge but with nonzero momentum along the monopole string.
As discussed in section 4.1, calculating the index from this 2d QFT and subtracting the
2-particle index could give a result which we can compare with our instanton calculation.
As outlined in section 4.2, one can also study the threshold bound states of two distinct
monopole strings in the SU(3) theory by studying the index of a sigma model with the target
space of the form (6.1), where M4 is now the Taub-NUT space. It would be interesting
to see if such a calculation can shed more lights on the nature of the degrees appearing
in (4.16). It is also the degenerate limit of a monopole string junction where the strings
become parallel. These new degrees of freedom are neutral excitations connecting two
distinct D2 branes at the middle D4 branes.
Our study of the index, using its relation to the N =2∗ partition function, was often
based on numerical expansions in q. It should be desirable to obtain exact expressions for
various self-dual strings from our index. SL(2,Z) properties of this quantity could be a key
aspect [42], as this will turn the instanton sum into a KK sum over the circle in 5d. In
particular, systematic analytic studies seem to be needed to obtain exact forms of indices
for more complicated bound states, from which one might be able to check if the N3 some
of degrees we observed in this paper are indeed the building blocks of all BPS bound states
in the Coulomb phase.
Perhaps the most important and interesting direction is to further study the index in
the symmetric phase to learn more about the UV fixed point of the theory. One can first
continue studying the superconformal index for the instanton sigma model. Although this
is an old problem after [4, 5], there was some recent interest in studying this system [62]. For
instance, it will be interesting to see if one can study from our index the thermodynamics
of black holes asymptotic to plane waves, which could be a supersymmetric version of the
plane wave black holes discussed in [62].
It will also be interesting to see if our index contains any clue for better understanding
the instanton parton proposals [50, 63] in the symmetric phase. For this, perhaps a proper
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physical understanding of our index (not as the superconformal index but as the index
defined in our section 2) would be needed. The simplest place to consider is the SU(2)
single instanton, whose moduli space is R4 × R4
Z2
. This is also the moduli space of two
U(1) instantons, although the meaning of R4/Z2 is different. Due to the same geometric
structure of the two moduli spaces, the index (2.45) with N = 2 in the former sector has
similarity with the latter index, (3.1). In fact, substituting µ1 − µ2 = i(α1 − α2) = 2iγ1
in (2.45) yields (3.1) for N = 2.
One can also study partition functions of 5d SYM on various Euclidean curved man-
ifolds M5, and see if one can relate them to observables of the (2, 0) theory on M5 × S1.
For instance, it will be interesting to see if a suitable partition function of maximal SYM
on S5 can be identified as the superconformal index of (2, 0) theory on S5 × S1 [56].
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A Saddle points
In this appendix, we study the supersymmetric saddle points invariant under Q, around
which the path integral will localize (after taking β → 0, ζ, vi → ∞ limit). All fermions
are naturally set to zero at the saddle points, while the bosonic variables are constrained
by
Qη = [φ, φ¯] = 0 , QΨm = [φ, am]− 2i(γ1J1L + γRJR)
β
am = 0 ,
QΨm+4 = [φ, ϕm]− 2i(γ2J2L + γRJR)
β
ϕm = 0 , Q~χ = i~E = 0 , Qχa = iFa = 0
Qχa˙ = ǫa˙α˙
(
xα˙φ− µ
β
xα˙ +
2iγRJR
β
xα˙
)
= 0 , (A.1)
where we integrated out ~H and ha, and µ is to be regarded as a diagonal N ×N matrix.
The condition ~E = 0 requires solving algebraic equations involving the 3k2 real ADHM
constraints. The general solution for ~E = 0 is unknown, but imposing other conditions will
let us to restrict to special points of the instanton moduli space, which can be explicitly
obtained. These saddle points are actually well-known and are classified by the N -colored
Young diagrams [20, 21]. We provide an elementary review of this construction and il-
lustrate them for the cases with instanton numbers k = 1, 2, 3, to be used in the 1-loop
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calculations. To see this structure, it is desirable to choose complex variables B1, B2 as
aαβ˙ =
1√
2
(σm)αβ˙am =
1√
2
(
ia3 + a4 ia1 + a2
ia1 − a2 −ia3 + a4
)
αβ˙
≡
(
iB2 iB
†
1
iB1 −iB†2
)
, (A.2)
the eigenvalues of J1L and JR are (−12 ,+12) for B1 ≡ 1√2(a1 + ia2) and (−
1
2 ,−12) for
B†2 ≡ 1√2(a3 + ia4), respectively. The saddle point equations involving am on the first line
of (A.1) and the ADHM constraint are then given by
[φ,B1] =
i(γR − γ1)
β
B1 , [φ,B2] =
i(γR + γ1)
β
B2
[B1, B2] + x¯
−˙x+˙ = 0 , [B
†
1, B1] + [B
†
2, B2] + x¯
+˙x+˙ − x¯−˙x−˙ = ζ (A.3)
with ζ > 0. Another nontrivial equation is the third line of (A.1), which is
x±˙φ−
µ∓ iγR
β
x±˙ = 0 . (A.4)
All other equations apart from [φ, φ¯] = 0 are satisfied by taking ϕm = 0. The saddle
point value of φ¯ will not be completely determined by supersymmetry only, apart from a
constraint coming from the leftover equation [φ, φ¯] = 0. We shall later determine it from its
equation of motion in subsection A.2, around which the 1-loop fluctuations are suppressed.
The equation (A.4) requires 2N row vectors of x±˙ with dimension k to be eigenvectors
of φ with eigenvalue µi∓iγRβ for the i’th row xi±˙ (where i = 1, 2, · · · , N), if the vector is
nonzero. We consider the saddle point solution with a diagonal k × k matrix φ. This can
be attained by using the gauge transformation of U(k) together with [φ, φ¯] = 0.8 Then, the
eigenvector xi±˙ can be taken to have at most one nonzero vector element if the vector is
nonzero. Since the eigenvalues µi∓iγRβ with different ± signs can never be equal, one finds
that the two vectors xi+˙ and xj−˙ are always orthogonal, namely x±˙x¯
∓˙ = 0. Also, vectors
with different U(N) indices are orthogonal, xi±˙x¯
j± = 0 for i 6= j, since the eigenvalues
are different.
To find the full solution for the k×k matrices φ,B1, B2, we consider the k dimensional
vector space on which these matrices act. This vector space can be spanned by the bra (row
vector) 〈λ| which are taken to be eigenvectors of φ: 〈λ|φ = λ〈λ|. xi±˙ that we discussed
above are part of this complete set. From the first line of (A.3), one finds that the actions
of B1, B2 to this vector change its eigenvalue as
〈λ|B1 ∝
〈
λ− iγR − γ1
β
∣∣∣∣ , 〈λ|B2 ∝
〈
λ− iγR + γ1
β
∣∣∣∣ . (A.5)
Similarly, acting B†1 or B
†
2 on the bra shifts the eigenvalue in opposite ways.
8This is true if φ and φ¯ saddle point values are conjugate to each other, without complexifying the
variables. Later, we shall see that the eigenvalues of φ¯ which solve the equation of motion are not conjugate
to the eigenvalues of φ, which is basically due to the fact that our action is complex after redefining qα˙
variables to xα˙. However, the common diagonal form does not have to be relaxed.
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We first show that x−˙ is identically zero. Suppose otherwise. Then we can start from
x¯i−˙ ∝ |µi+iγRβ 〉 and act B1, B2 many times. One obtains different vectors in the complete
set as we do so, as the imaginary part of the eigenvalue proportional to γR is all positive and
increases as one acts more B1, B2. As the vector space is finite k dimensional, this process
should stop after multiplying B1, B2 finitely many times. In particular, there should be
a state |λ〉 obtained this way which is annihilated by both B1, B2. Sandwiching the last
equation of (A.3) with this state, one obtains
− 〈λ|(B1B†1 +B2B†2 + x¯−˙x−˙)|λ〉 = ζ〈λ|λ〉 . (A.6)
We used the fact x+˙|λ〉 = 0, as the eigenvalues of |λ〉 and x¯i+˙ have different signs in the
imaginary part proportional to γR. As the left hand side is non-positive while the right
hand side is positive with ζ > 0, one obtains a contradiction and proves x−˙ = 0.
One can similarly start from xi+˙ ∝ 〈µ−iγRβ | and act B1, B2, B†1, B†2 many times to
generate more vectors in the complete set. We first show that the bra xi+˙ is annihilated by
B†1, B
†
2. To see this, we again act B
†
1, B
†
2 on it till we obtain a bra 〈λ| annihilated by both
(from finite dimension of the vector space). Again contracting the last equation of (A.3)
with this state, one obtains
− 〈λ|(B1B†1 +B2B†2 − x¯+˙x+˙)|λ〉 = ζ〈λ|λ〉 , (A.7)
where we again used the fact 〈λ|x¯−˙ = 0. If the state 〈λ| is obtained by acting one or
more B†1, B
†
2, then the eigenvalue of this state is different from all eigenvalues of xi+˙ due
to different imaginary parts, yielding 〈λ|x¯+˙ = 0. Then we again have a contradiction. The
only possibility of nonzero x+˙ is thus having it annihilated by both B
†
1, B
†
2, allowing the
second term of the left hand side to be nonzero and positive. This proves our claim.
Finally, we act B1, B2 on xi+˙ to obtain more vectors. Since x−˙ = 0, we find from the
third equation of (A.3) that [B1, B2] = 0. Therefore, we consider the normalized states
i〈m,n| ∝ xi+˙Bm1 Bn2 (A.8)
with φ eigenvalues µi−i(1+m+n)γR+i(m−n)γ1β for m,n ≥ 0 and i = 1, 2, · · · , N . This
parametrization is non-redundant as the states obtained by starting from different xi+˙
have different eigenvalues, from the appearance of different µi in the eigenvalue. For cer-
tain values of (m,n), the state should be annihilated by both or one of B1, B2 to have
finite dimensional vector space. For given i, the possible set of vectors generated by acting
B1, B2 are in 1-to-1 correspondence to the Young diagrams. See figure 2 for how each box
maps to a specific vector. The total number of boxes in the N Young diagrams is the
dimension of the vector space, which should be k. Thus, the vector space maps to the
N -colored Young diagrams made of k boxes [21].
For the actual construction of the solutions, one has to solve the last two equations
of (A.3), the ADHM conditions. It will be illustrated for small values of k below.
A.1 Examples
At k = 1, of course the ADHM constraint can be easily solved. Let us however construct
the solution following our logic above. Here, xi+˙ is simply a number for each i. Only one
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1〈0, 0| 1〈1, 0|
1〈0, 1|
2〈0, 0| 3〈0, 0| N〈0, 0| N〈1, 0|
N〈1, 1|N〈0, 1|
1〈2, 0|
2〈0, 1|
2〈0, 2|
3〈1, 0| 3〈2, 0|
Figure 2. An N -colored Young diagram. Boxes map to the basis of k dimensional vector space.
the N numbers can be nonzero, which we take to be the i’th one. Since the total vector
space is k = 1 dimensional, the vector xi+˙ itself is annihilated by B1, B2, which are two
complex numbers. For this to hold, B1=B2=0. (This is also a simple consequence of the
first two equations of (A.3) at k = 1.) One also finds φ = µi−iγRβ . The last equation of (A.3)
yields xi+˙ =
√
ζeiθ, where θ is the modulus for the broken U(1) on the i’th D4-brane. One
thus finds N different saddle points. We write the i’th saddle point as i from the colored
Young diagram notation. This can be regarded as the saddle point for which the single
instanton is bound to the i’th D4-brane. It can also be eliminated by the U(k) → U(1)
gauge symmetry.
At k = 2, the two dimensional vectors xi+˙ can take following values. Firstly, one may
choose two nonzero vectors for different i, j (which exists only for N ≥ 2). This corresponds
to putting two instantons on different D4-branes, and the resulting solution will turn out
to be a simple ‘superposition’ of the above single instanton solutions. Using U(2) gauge
symmetry, we can take
xi+˙ = λ1(1 0) , xj+˙ = λ2(0 1) , φ = diag
(
µi − iγR
β
,
µj − iγR
β
)
. (A.9)
Since the two vectors in the complete set are already there, B1, B2 should annihilate both
xi+˙ and xj+˙, demanding B1=B2=0. Plugging the above form of x+˙ into the real ADHM
condition, one obtains |λ1| = |λ2| =
√
ζ. The remaining two phases of λ1,2 are again from
the U(1) symmetries of the two D4-branes, and can also be eliminated by the unbroken
U(1)2 ⊂ U(2) gauge symmetry for two instantons. In the Young diagram notation, these
NC2 saddle points are given by ( i, j).
Secondly, one can choose only one of the N vectors to be nonzero: among the N
possible saddle points, let us take xi+˙ to be nonzero and write xi+˙ = λ〈1|. As we need
one more vector to form a complete set for k = 2, we allow either B1 or B2 to act on it
nontrivially, corresponding to the colored Young diagrams i, i, respectively. In the
first case, let us take
〈2| ∝ 〈1|B1 , B1 = c|1〉〈2| , (A.10)
where |1〉, |2〉 form an orthonormal complete set. From the ADHM equations, one finds
xi+˙=
√
2ζ(1 0) , φ=diag
(
µi − iγR
β
,
µi − 2iγR + iγ1
β
)
, B1=
(
0
√
ζ
0 0
)
, B2 = 0 . (A.11)
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where we killed some variables which can be killed by an unbroken subgroup of U(2).
Similarly, for the second saddle point, one obtains
xi+˙=
√
2ζ(1 0) , φ=diag
(
µi − iγR
β
,
µi − 2iγR − iγ1
β
)
, B1=0 , B2=
(
0
√
ζ
0 0
)
. (A.12)
The above two saddle points have two instantons bound to the same i’th D4-brane, and
are essentially the U(1) 2-instantons embedded to U(N) in N different ways.
It is interesting to compare our result with the general U(1) two instantons studied
in [43]. The convention in [43] can be understood in our setting as replacing our ζ > 0 by
−ζ in ADHM condition. In our notation, the general ADHM 2-instanon solution is given
by9
B†2 = w112 +
z1
2
(
1
√
2β
α
0 −1
)
, B†1 = w212 +
z2
2
(
1
√
2β
α
0 −1
)
,
x+ =
√
ζ
(√
1− β,
√
1 + β
)
, x− = 0 (A.13)
where α ≡ |z1|2+|z2|22ζ is the dimensionless parameter for the relative separation of two
instantons, and β ≡ 1
α+
√
1+α2
. x±˙ are N × k = 1× 2 matrices. Our solution can be viewed
as a special case of the general solution in which the center of mass position w1, w2 and the
relative separation z1, z2 are taken to be zero. Namely, in this limit the general solution
reduces to
B†2=
(
0
√
ζ z1√|z1|2+|z2|2
0 0
)
, B†1=
(
0
√
ζ z2√|z1|2+|z2|2
0 0
)
, x+=
(
0
√
2ζ
)
, x− = 0. (A.14)
The projective variables z1√|z1|2+|z2|2 ,
z2√
|z1|2+|z2|2
at z1, z2 = 0 parametrize the 2-sphere at
the center of the Eguchi-Hanson moduli space. Our chemical potentials further restrict the
moduli on the 2-sphere, either at the north or south poles, z1/z2 = 0 or ∞. The two cases
are precisely our two solutions, (A.11) and (A.12), after a U(2) gauge-transformation of
exchanging the rows/columns.
Finally, let us explain the case with k = 3. The colored Young diagrams of the form
( i, j , k) , ( i, j) ,
(
i, j
)
(A.15)
with different i, j, k can all be understood as superpositions of U(1) instantons with k ≤ 2
studied above. The remaining cases are i, i, i, which are also embeddings of U(1)
3 instantons to U(N) in N different ways.
For , the vector space is spanned by x1+˙ ∼ 〈1|, x1+˙B1 ∼ 〈2| and x1+˙B21 ∼ 〈3|.
The matrices take the following form:
B1 = c1|1〉〈2|+ c2|2〉〈3| , B2 = 0 . (A.16)
9The ADHM variables are related as (B0, B1)theirs = ((B2)
†, (B1)
†)ours, J = x−˙, I
† = x+˙, ζtheirs = ζours.
Also, the solution of [43] presented below is related to ours by a U(2) gauge transformation of exchanging
I = 1, 2 rows/columns.
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For , the vector space is spanned by x1+˙ ∼ 〈1|, x1+˙B1 ∼ 〈2| and x1+˙B1B2 ∼ 〈3|. The
matrices take the following form:
B1 = c1|1〉〈2| , B2 = c2|1〉〈3| . (A.17)
The case with , has the role of B1, B2 changed from the first case. The vector space
is spanned by x1+˙ ∼ 〈1|, x1+˙B2 ∼ 〈2| and x1+˙B22 ∼ 〈3|. The matrices take the following
form:
B1 = 0 , B2 = c1|1〉〈2|+ c2|2〉〈3| . (A.18)
Plugging the above form into the ADHM equations, one obtains
φ = diag
(
µi − iγR
β
,
µi + iγ1 − 2iγR
β
,
µi + 2iγ1 − 3iγR
β
)
(A.19)
B1 =

 0
√
2ζ 0
0 0
√
ζ
0 0 0

 , B2 = 03×3 , x1+˙ =√3ζ (1 0 0)
for , φ1 =
µi−iγR
β , φ2 =
µi−iγ1−2iγR
β , φ3 =
µi+iγ1
β with
φ = diag
(
µi − iγR
β
,
µi + iγ1 − 2iγR
β
,
µi − iγ1 − 2iγR
β
)
(A.20)
B1 =

 0
√
ζ 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

 , B2 =

 0 0
√
ζ
0 0 0
0 0 0

 , x1+ =√3ζ (1 0 0)
for , and
φ = diag
(
µi − iγR
β
,
µi − iγ1 − 2iγR
β
,
µi − 2iγ1 − 3iγR
β
)
(A.21)
B1 = 03×3 , B2 =

 0
√
2ζ 0
0 0
√
ζ
0 0 0

 , x1+˙ =√3ζ (1 0 0)
for .
A.2 The value of φ¯
Let us consider the linear fluctuations of the action in δφ to determine the saddle point
value of φ¯. This field is not determined from supersymmetry only. Physically, this is
natural as Aτ has to be constrained by the U(k) Gauss’ law constraint, which generally is
an extra input even for supersymmetric configurations. By varying δφ, one obtains
0=−1
2
[
am, [φ¯, am] +
2i(γ1J1L + γRJR)
β
am
]
+
1
2
{
φ¯, x¯+x+
}
+ x¯+
µ− iγR
β
x+ − 2x¯+vx+ .
(A.22)
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Rewriting am with B1, B2, the first term on the right hand side can be rewritten as[
am, [φ¯, am]+
2i(γ1J1L+γRJR)
β
am
]
= [B1, [φ¯, B
†
1]]+[B
†
1, [φ¯, B1]]+[B2, [φ¯, B
†
2]]+[B
†
2, [φ¯, B2]]
−2i(γ1 − γR)
β
[B†1, B1] +
2i(γ1 + γR)
β
[B†2, B2] . (A.23)
We should solve this equation with diagonal φ¯, which is required from one of the saddle
point equation [φ, φ¯] = 0.
Here, note that all the other U(k) adjoint variables φ,B1, B2 take block diagonal
forms with N possible blocks in their saddle point values, depending on the divisions
of k instantons to N possible D4-branes. It turns out that φ¯ equation can also be solved in
this block diagonal form. It suffices for us to consider the i’th block only, associated with
the i’th D4-brane and i’th VEV vi. In a direct study for all cases with k ≤ 3, we found
that the saddle point values in the i’th block satisfy φ¯ = 2vi − φ. It is easy to generally
show that φ¯ = 2vi−φ is the solution in this block. Firstly, inserting φ¯ = 2vi−φ, one finds
that (A.23) is exactly zero by using the first line of (A.3). Then considering the remaining
terms in (A.22), and remembering that x+˙φ =
µ−iγR
β φ also implies φx¯
+˙ = x¯+˙ µ−iγRβ with
our solutions, one finds that (A.22) holds. The full solution is obtained by superposing
these solutions.
B Determinants
We study the 1-loop determinant around the saddle points found in the previous sections,
making it clear why Gaussian approximation suffices. The saddle points always satisfy
ϕm = 0. Later, when we discuss the single instanton sector or the saddle points in
which all instantons are located on different D4-branes, further simplification would arise
since am = 0.
We consider the quadratic fluctuations around a generic saddle point. We can separate
the problem into bosonic terms and fermionic terms. The bosonic fluctuation is given by
L
(2)
B =
1
8
(
2δϕ˙5 + [φ, δφ¯]− [φ¯, δφ]
)2 − 1
2
[am, δϕn][am, δϕn] + x¯
+x+δϕmδϕm (B.1)
+
1
2
(
δa˙m+[φ, δam]−[am, δφ]− 2i(γ1J1L+γRJR)
β
δam
)
×
(
δa˙m−[φ¯, δam]+[am, δφ¯]− 2i(γ1J1L + γRJR)
β
δam
)
+
1
2
(
δϕ˙m + [φ, δϕm]− 2i(γ2J2L + γRJR)
β
δϕm
)
×
(
δϕ˙m − [φ¯, δϕm]− 2i(γ2J2L + γRJR)
β
δϕm
)
+
1
2
(
x¯+δx+ + δx¯
+x+ − [B1, δB†1]− [δB1, B†a]− (1→ 2)
)2
+ 2
∣∣δx¯−x+ + [B1, δB2]− [B2, δB1]∣∣2
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+
1
2
{
φ+∂τ , φ¯−∂τ
}
δx¯α˙δxα˙+(φ−φ¯+2∂τ )δx¯α˙µ−2iγRJR
β
δxα˙−δx¯α˙ (µ−2iγRJR)
2
β2
δxα˙
−2
(
(φ+∂τ )δx¯
α˙−δx¯α˙µ− 2iγRJR
β
)
vδxα˙+
1
2
{δφ, δφ¯}x¯+x+− 2δφ
(
δx¯+vx++x¯
+vδx+
)
+
1
2
({δφ, φ¯− ∂τ}+ {φ+ ∂τ , δφ¯})
(
δx¯+x+ + x¯
+δx+
)
+ (δφ− δφ¯)
×
(
δx¯+
µ− iγR
β
x+ + x¯
+µ− iγR
β
δx+
)
,
where we used the facts ϕm = 0, x− = 0 at the saddle points. All charge operators are
understood to act on the variables on their right, and the time derivatives in {φ+∂τ , φ¯−∂τ}
are acting on δx¯α˙ and all other objects in between.
To analyze the fermionic fluctuation, it is slightly inconvenient to work with the co-
homological variables. So we work directly with the original variables, while at the final
stage the background bosonic variables will be rewritten in cohomological formulation. One
obtains
L
(2)
F =
1
2
(λ¯ α˙a )
†
(
˙¯λ α˙a −[φ¯, λ¯ α˙a ]−
2i(γ2J2L + γRJR)
β
λ¯ α˙a
)
+
1
2
(λa˙α)
†
(
λ˙a˙α−[φ¯, λa˙α]−
2i(γ1J1L + γRJR)
β
λa˙α
)
+
1
2
(λaα)
†
(
λ˙aα + [φ, λaα]− 2i(γ1J1L+γ2J2L)
β
λaα
)
+
1
2
(λ¯a˙α˙)†
(
˙¯λa˙α˙ + [φ, λ¯a˙α˙]− 2iγRJR
β
λ¯a˙α˙
)
+ (ξa)
†
(
ξ˙a − ξaφ+ µ
β
ξa − 2iγ2J2L
β
ξa
)
+ (ξa˙)†
(
ξ˙a˙ − 2vξa˙ + ξa˙φ¯+ µ− 2iγRJR
β
ξa˙
)
+
i
2
(
(λa˙α)
†[(σm)αβ˙am, λ¯
a˙β˙ ]− (λ¯ α˙a )†[(σ¯m)α˙βam, λaβ]
− (λ¯a˙α˙)†[(σ¯m)α˙βam, λa˙β ] + (λaα)†[(σm)αβ˙am, λ¯ β˙a ]
)
−
√
2i
(
(λ¯ α˙a )
†x¯α˙ξa − (ξa)†xα˙λ¯ α˙a + (λ¯a˙α˙)†x¯α˙ξa˙ − (ξa˙)†xα˙λ¯a˙α˙
)
. (B.2)
The fourth and fifth lines are conjugate to each other.
In the bosonic part of the quadratic action, note that all the coefficients are quadratures
of µ
i
β ,
γ1L
β ,
γ2L
β ,
γR
β ,
√
ζ, vi, or ∂τ ∼ 1β , where the last expression holds as the time circle has
circumference length β. Since the action is
∫
dτL
(2)
B , there is an extra factor of β multiplied
to these quadratures. It is guaranteed that the resulting Gaussian measures are steep once
we set β−1 ∼ vi ∼ √ζ → ∞. Recall that we are allowed to take these limits since index
does not depend on the values of β, vi, ζ, being parameters of the theory or a regulator.
Thus, the path integral over bosonic variables are localized around the saddle points. Once
bosonic variables are localized, fermionic action is exactly quadratic in our theory so that
we can completely rely on Gaussian approximation to calculate the index.
Below, we shall elaborate on the 1-loop calculation in the single instanton sector,
as this is relatively simple and sheds some light on some important structures. In the
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single instanton sector, we also pay detailed attention to the regularization/cancelation of
divergent parts and the gauge fixing. We have treated two instantons and three instantons
cases in similar manner, being less rigorous on the gauge fixings. Since the analysis becomes
exceedingly messier for two and three instantons, we relied mostly on numerical evaluation
of the determinant to get the index for two and three instantons: we just present the results
for k = 2, 3 in the main text.
For single instantons, we can set am = 0 in the background and furthermore ignore all
commutators of k× k matrices. The quadratic bosonic fluctuations around the i’th saddle
point consist of following parts.
1. δam: The action is given by
β
(
δa+±˙
)∗(2πin
β
+
i(γ1 ± γR)
β
)(
−2πin
β
− i(γ1 ± γR)
β
)
δa+±˙ ,
for the mode δa+±˙ coming with time dependence e
− 2piiτ
β . The determinant is given
by [
N 4 sin2 γ1 + γR
2
sin2
γ1 − γR
2
]−1
, (B.3)
where N ≡ − 2i
β1/2
∏
n 6=0
(
−2πin
β1/2
)
.
2. δϕm: The action for the n’th Fourier mode is
(
δϕ+±˙
)∗ [−(−2πin
β
− i(γ2 ± γR)
β
)2
+ ζ
]
δϕ+±˙ ,
whose determinant is given by[
N 4
∏
±
sin
(
γ2 ± γR
2
+ i
√
ζβ2
2
)
sin
(
γ2 ± γR
2
− i
√
ζβ2
2
)]−1
. (B.4)
3. δxα˙j with j 6= i: The action for n’th Fourier mode is
δx¯±˙j δx±˙j
(
(µi−iγR)−(µj∓iγR)
β
− 2πin
β
)(
2(vi−vj)− (µi−iγR)−(µj∓iγR)
β
+
2πin
β
)
,
and the determinant is given by the inverse of
∏
j 6=i
N 4 sinh
(
µj−µi
2
)
sinh
(
µj−µi+2iγR
2
)
× sinh
(
µj−µi
2
− 2β(vj−vi)
)
sinh
(
µj−µi+2iγR
2
− 2β(vj−vi)
)
. (B.5)
4. δφ, δφ¯, δx±i: The δx−i part of the action is
δx¯−j δx−j
(
−2iγR
β
− 2πin
β
)(
2πiγR
β
+
2πin
β
)
+ 2ζ |δx−i|2
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for n’th Fourier mode, leading to the determinant[
N 2 sin
(
γR + i
√
ζβ2
2
)
sin
(
γR − i
√
ζβ2
2
)]−1
. (B.6)
The fluctuation of x+i is taken to be
x+i = e
iθ
(√
ζ +
δr√
2
)
,
since θ is an exactly flat direction. The remaining part of the Lagrangian is
1
2
(δr˙)2 + ζ (δr)2 + ζ
(
θ˙ + δAτ
)2
+
1
2
(δϕ˙5)
2 + ζ(δϕ5)
2 .
This part requires gauge fixing. We choose the gauge θ = 0. The Faddeev-Popov
determinant is simply 1. The integration measure is given by∫ [√
2ζdr
]
[d(δAτ )d(δϕ5)]exp
[
−
∫
dτ
(
1
2
(δr˙)2+ζ(δr)2+ζ (δAτ )
2+
1
2
(δϕ˙5)
2+ζ (δϕ5)
2
)]
.
Contribution from r, Aτ , ϕ5 is given by[
N 2 sinh2
√
ζβ2
2
]−1
. (B.7)
For the fermions, one obtains the following contributions.
1. λaα: The action consists purely of kinetic term. Taking care of the realith condition
for fermions, the determinant is given by
N 2 sin γ1+γ2
2
sin
γ1−γ2
2
. (B.8)
2. λa˙α: The determinant is
N 2 sin γ1 + γR
2
sin
γ1 − γR
2
. (B.9)
3. ξa˙j with j 6= i: The determinant is∏
i 6=i
N 2 sinh
(
µj−µi
2
− 2(vj−vi)β
)
sinh
(
µj−µi+2iγR
2
− 2(vj−vi)β
)
. (B.10)
4. λ¯a˙α˙, ξa˙i : The action is given by(
λ¯±˙+˙ ξ±˙i
)∗(−2πinβ + iγRβ ± iγRβ −√2ζie−iθ√
2ζieiθ −2πinβ + iγRβ ± iγRβ
)(
λ¯±˙+˙
ξ±˙i
)
.
The determinant is given by
N 4 sinh2
√
ζβ2
2
sin
(
γR + i
√
ζβ2
2
)
sin
(
γR − i
√
ζβ2
2
)
. (B.11)
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5. ξaj with j 6= i: The determinant is
∏
j 6=i
N 2 sinh µj−µi−iγ2+iγR
2
sinh
µj−µi + iγ2+iγR
2
. (B.12)
6. λ¯ α˙a , ξai: Action is given by
(
λ¯ +˙± ξ±i
)∗(−2πinβ ∓ iγ2β + iγRβ −√2ζie−iθ√
2ζieiθ −2πinβ ∓ iγ2β + iγRβ
)(
λ¯ +˙±
ξ±i
)
.
The determinant is given by
N 4
∏
±
sin
(
γ2 ± γR
2
+ i
√
ζβ2
2
)
sin
(
γ2 ± γR
2
− i
√
ζβ2
2
)
. (B.13)
Combining bosonic and fermionic contributions, one finds that many terms depending on
β, vi, ζ all cancel out, as it should. After all cancelation, one obtains the following index
associated with the i’th saddle point:
Ii =
(
sin γ1+γ22 sin
γ1−γ2
2
sin γ1+γR2 sin
γ1−γR
2
)
N∏
j( 6=i)=1
(
sinh
µj−µi−iγ2+iγR
2 sinh
µj−µi+iγ2+iγR
2
sinh
µj−µi
2 sinh
µj−µi+2iγR
2
)
. (B.14)
The first part comes from the contribution of center of mass supermultiplet. The full
contribution at k = 1 is simply the summation over the indices from N different saddle
points, Ik=1 =
∑N
i=1 Ii.
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